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TPC #653: Dr. Mattias Desmet, Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Peter McCullough (Mass Formation Psychosis)

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

At the end of 2021, the term “mass formation psychosis” had a value of 0 on Google Trends,

meaning there’s not enough data for the term to even make it on the charts. Then, on December 31,

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology,

mentioned it on an episode of The Joe Rogan Experience viewed by more than 50 million people.

The term, which provides a coherent explanation of why so many people have fallen victim to the

unbelievable lies and propaganda of the mainstream COVID-19 narrative, went viral. On January 2,

2022, mass formation psychosis reached a value of 100 on Google Trends,  which means it had

reached peak popularity.

Google Manipulates Reality Around ‘Mass Formation Psychosis’

The technocrats quickly took action, adding a rarely seen warning that popped up for those

searching the suddenly popular phrase in the early days of 2022. It read, “It looks like these results

are changing quickly. If this topic is new, it can sometimes take time for results to be added by

reliable sources."

In reality, the topic is not new. Mattias Desmet, professor of clinical psychology at the University of

Ghent in Belgium, who has 126 publications to his name,  has been studying it for many years, and

the phenomenon actually dates back over a hundred years. One of the earliest works on the

subject, according to Malone, is an 1841 book titled, “Extraordinary Popular Delusions and The

Madness of Crowds,” which details “the irrational behaviors of crowds.”

You won’t _nd any of this — at least not easily — if you search on Google for “mass formation

psychosis” today, however, as it’s all been effectively buried by Big Tech. What you will _nd is the

results of an orchestrated and carefully vetted links to sites that help control the mainstream

narrative around the topic. This not only serves to twist the meaning of the term but also to

discredit Malone, a classic Orwellian Doublespeak move.

The top search results include headlines like “An anti-vaxx scientist said 'mass formation

psychosis' caused people to follow COVID-19 measures. Psychologists say there's no such thing,”

(Business Insider ) and “Fact Check-No evidence of pandemic ‘mass formation psychosis’, say

experts speaking to Reuters” (Reuters ). Rogan’s interview with Malone was also taken down by

YouTube.

Outrageously, one of the “expert fact checkers” used by the AP to discredit Malone and mass

formation psychosis is Jay Van Bavel, a New York University assistant professor of psychology and

neural science who not only stated he had never heard of the phrase and could not _nd it in peer-

reviewed literature, but also has encouraged the use of “behavioral science” to “nudge” and

“motivate” people to obey the ofcial COVID-19 narrative.  On January 10, Malone wrote:

“[T]here has been an amazingly coordinated effort to shoot the messenger and actively

character assassinate (or “defenstrate”) me as a surrogate while avoiding any reference to

the highly credentialed academic Professor Dr. Mattias Desmet who actually developed the

theory and has documented the extensive evidence in an upcoming academic book.

… In this coordinated propaganda and censorship response, we can clearly see the hands

of the BBC-led Trusted News Initiative, the ScientiMc Technological Elite, the transnational

investment funds and their World Economic Forum allies which control PMzer and most of

Big Pharma, Legacy Media and Big Tech (and many national governments) acting in real

time to suppress a growing awareness by the general public of having been actively

manipulated using crowd psychology tools to generate clinically signiMcant fear and

anxiety of COVID-19 (otherwise known as “Coronaphobia”) to advance their agendas on a

global scale.”

What Is Mass Formation Psychosis?

In the video above, you can see Thomas Patrick Carrigan interview Malone, Desmet and board-

certi_ed internist and cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough about mass formation psychosis. Don’t be

confused by the term mass, it is just psychological speak for crowd. Crowd formation is the same

as mass formation.

Formation is the sudden cohesion of the group (the crowd) around a shared consensus. Desmet

says he prefers the term mass formation — not mass formation psychosis — because he doesn’t

want to use a diagnostic term and the word “psychosis” has a stigma and medical meaning

attached to it. Either way, both terms have the same meaning, which involves the formation of a

hypnotic state.

Desmet’s upcoming book, “The Psychology of Totalitarianism,” explains that mass formation has

grown over the last 200 years. On a grand scale, mass formation leads to totalitarian thinking and,

eventually, to totalitarian states. He details the four conditions needed to achieve mass formation

on a large scale, which include cognitive dissonance and psychological pain — factors that often

leave people desperate for change and a way to escape:

1. Feelings of social isolation and being alone among a large number of people

2. Feelings that your life is pointless and meaningless

3. High levels of free-ioating anxiety

4. High levels of free-ioating frustration and aggression

According to an abridged excerpt from Desmet’s book:

“If under these conditions a narrative is distributed through the mass media which

indicates an object of anxiety and provides a strategy to deal with this object of anxiety,

then all the free Woating anxiety might be associated to this object and a huge willingness

might be observed to participate in the strategy to deal with the object of anxiety.

At the same time, the Meld of attention gets narrower until it only contains the part of reality

that is indicated by the narrative and people lose their capacity to take into account the

other aspects of reality (what makes them often utterly irrational).”

The More Absurd It Gets, the More Successful It Will Be

People want to remove their feelings of social isolation and anxiety. Toward that end, mass

formation involves obsessive focusing on a failure of the normal world or a particular event or

person, who becomes the focus of the attention — and the more absurd the narrative becomes, the

better. Desmet says in the video above:

“The narrative that leads to the mass formation typically becomes more and more absurd,

and the strange thing is that people don’t seem to notice this … The reason why people buy

into the narrative is not, in the Mrst place, because the narrative is correct or scientiMc or

accurate.

The reason why people buy into the narrative is because it creates this new social bond.

That’s why typically during mass formation, the people who don’t want to conform to the

masses, who don’t go along with the narrative, are typically [accused of] lacking citizenship

and solidarity.”

Desmet says that the more absurd the narrative and its surrounding measures become, the more

successful they will be for a certain part of the population, usually about 30%, because the

measures function as rituals, through which an individual shows that they are less important than

the collective masses:

“A ritual is a kind of behavior that is without pragmatic meaning or sense, which is a

symbolic kind of behavior through which an individual shows that it belongs to a collective

and that it wants to sacriMce something of itself, which is important, in favor of the

collective.”

Another irony is that the higher the level of education, the more susceptible people usually are to

mass formation, Desmet says. “The people who try to get advanced degrees are usually people

who think that social status is very important. And that could be the reason they are inclined to

conform with the mainstream narrative.”  It may also explain why so many physicians and

academics have bought into the propaganda, ignoring science in favor of the collective narrative.

Fanaticism Allows for Lies, Manipulation

Those who are under the spell of mass formation psychosis are so convinced that their narrative

will save the world that they feel justi_ed in using manipulative tactics and lies to protect it, Desmet

explains, exemplifying Plato’s noble lie — the notion that, in the case of high-status individuals or

designated public leaders, it’s acceptable to lie if the lie is made in the interest of the common

good. According to Desmet:

“Once you understand the nature of mass formation, you also understand what you can do

about it. But that doesn’t mean that it is easy to do something about it. The process of

mass formation is a kind of hypnosis. Most scholars agree that it is very hard to wake

people up from such a state of mass formation. Mass formation is a phenomenon that’s

provoked by a voice.

It’s the voice of a leader, the voice that is distributed time and time again through the mass

media, that keeps people in the grasp of mass formation, and the leader himself is also

grasped in this process of mass formation … both the hypnotist and the hypnotized are into

the process.”

Who’s the leader today? “The experts. The authority and the technocrats you could say,” Desmet

says. The way out involves having the courage to speak the truth, even though doing so is typically

extremely dangerous.

The ancient Greeks had a word for this — parrhesia, which is having the courage to speak the truth

in spite of danger. But as Desmet explains, while those who try to reveal knowledge that is in

coniict with the narrative put themselves at risk, if no one speaks the truth, society cannot

continue to function.

Four Steps to End Mass Formation Psychosis

The _rst step to ending mass formation, which is also the most important, is speaking out against

the ofcial narrative if things seem off to you. “If you want to make the mass formation less deep,

then it is quintessential that there are people who continue to speak out and [are a] dissonant voice

in society, because this will disrupt the process of mass formation,” says Desmet.

The second step involves connecting with other people in the real world who have a similar

viewpoint as you or a feeling that something is wrong. Forming small networks in your community

will help you break the mass formation cycle. It’s important, however that when you speak to people

about the truth that you don’t try to take them back to the “old normal,” because, remember, this is

what drove them to mass formation in the _rst place. According to Desmet:

“If we try to convince people or bring a different narrative, [it’s important] that we do not try

to convince people to go back to the old normal, because the old normal, that’s what people

tried to escape through the process of mass formation. It was exactly because the old

normal was unbearable that people were sensitive to the process of mass formation.

What we should try to construct together is a new normal, which is not a technocratic or

transhumanist new normal. We should show people that there are other options. There are

other options to escape the old normal.”

In short, Desmet recommends the following four steps to break free from mass formation

psychosis and enact favorable change one social circle at a time:

1. Continue to speak out

2. Seek to connect with others of like mind

3. Construct a narrative together of a new normal — not to be confused with the “new normal” the

transhumanist, technocratic movements are trying to advance — showing people that there are

other options to escape the old normal

4. Always stick to the principles of nonviolent resistance

The last step is an important one, because if you use aggression of any form, even in the way you

speak, it will only be used as justi_cation by the masses that they were right to oppose you.

Nonviolent resistant is the most efcient strategy as you try to resist and defy the mass formation

psychosis around you.

How to Reverse Mass Formation Psychosis

While I deeply appreciate Desmet’s and Malone’s description of how the cabal has been able to fool

most of the population, this is the best description of how they pulled all the brainwashing and the

solution of how to avoid it right out of the matrix.

We all have the capacity to generate reality with our minds and this is what the cabal has hijacked

so effectively. Why? Because never in the history of mankind have the tools existed to pull it off.

First radio and then TV spread the message, but then social media leveraged the effectiveness of

the brainwashing exponentially.

I would recommend watching this video a few times and sharing it with your friends, as it will help

them understand — how we can repair the damage. We need to free our mind from their hijacking

and use it for constructive purposes — not destructive ones.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has _nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.



Access Now
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Mass training psychosis is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the media subjected to the deep state. This media imposes a

hypnosis on the masses to believe that there is a terrifying "virus" ioating in the air, and the only way to stop it is by wearing a mask and

getting "vaccinated"; Otherwise, you could die a horrible death while endangering your own family and friends or professional colleagues.

It's not about rational thinking, it's about fear iooding your feelings based on misinformation.

It's the kind of mindset and thought process that actually gives that privilege to someone on a television screen or on social media.

social. According to Summit News, the UK and Canadian governments have admitted to using "totalitarian" methods of "mind control" to

force compliance. In his interview with Rogan after being banned from Twitter, he explained the mass hysteria, in part by comparing what

we're seeing now with COVID to Germany in the Hitler era.

“And one of the aspects of that phenomenon is that the people that they identify as their leaders, the ones typically that come in and say

you have this pain and I can solve it for you. I and I alone,” Malone further explained, “Then they will follow that person. It doesn't matter

whether they lied to them or whatever. The data is irrelevant.”

summit.news/2022/01/03/mass-formation-psychosis-admittedly-used-by-gov.. (03/01/2022)

Geopolitical expert Pedro Baños, who has been the head of Counterintelligence and Security of the European Army Corps in Strasbourg,

wrote a book on Mind Control and the 22 secret strategies of global power. Baños assures that we have entered "the society of

resignation, such a state of passivity, they keep us in such a state of passivity and atony, that we are not capable of reacting, despite the

fact that we see every day how they deceive us, how they lie to us" articulo30.org/politica-defensa/how-they-rule-the-world-pedro-banos/
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Right Gui, it's not about Rational or Critical Thinking, it's about saturating by any means possible irrational thought until that is all

that can be heard, then one is focused on a system forming a Captive Audience & the irrational messaging are the only thoughts

they have left. Shadows on the Wall of the Cave are the only thing left to be seen. Then people can't handle reality, the Truth is too

bright for their eyes. Truth unfortunately is the most bitter, hurtful thing there is, but, when one turns to face the pain, not curl up

into a ball to avoid it, then it can be dealt with properly.
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...we have entered "the society of resignation, such a state of passivity, they keep us in such a state of passivity and atony, that we

are not capable of reacting... Gui, I feel like this is spot on! It's lazy listening to MSM and whatever they dish up.  Death and dying -

over and over - whether with covid or from covid or from the shot (they won't say that one) and even people with no covid - the

dollar handouts for this diagnosis, keeping the plandemic going ... when will people wake up?  I don't know, seems too late now.

 But my pro-shot friend said, "no more boosters.." so that's good. I just hope she can get better, the booster sunk her lungs and

she's not been able to get a foot up since.
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Hi, Gui..."Take off your mask to eat and drink", is the best example of this phenomenon that I can think of. Here's a question to ask

the brainwashed: "What's the difference between walking into an inside space and taking off your mask "to eat or drink" - and/or

simply taking it off and doing nothing but sitting or standing? Does Mr. Deadly Virus know the difference? With millions of us not

following the "measures"; and since the beginning of this covid hoax, haven't been sick, even one day, I can assure you that we are

not being attacked by some Deadly Cold Virus! The fact is that this covid narrative has more holes in it than swiss cheese!
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Gui, I don't think it's only the mass media, it helped, certainly, but their must also be a voice. There has been one in every country. In

de US you have your Fauci. We, in the Netherlands had our Minister of Public Health. We could see very clearly that he was in the

hypnoses too. Don't you think the mask wearing, distance and even the vaccines might be the rituals? Malone asks Matthias a very

good question at some point, a question I have had for more than a year now (I have been following Desmet from his _rst

interview): "If you say the most intelligent people are the most admissible to the narritive, how come that there are many very

intelligent people on 'the other side', who are not buying into the narrative".

Mattias doesn't give a very satisfying answer to that. I see intelligent/educated people on both sides as well as less educated

people. I don't understand Banos quite well, but perhaps that's my English (the word resignation). A state of resignation implies

passivity? Or it must mean something as numbness. Matthias earlier explained there are three groups: the complyants, who are in

the hypnoses, the group that is awake and sees through the deception and the ones in between. The last group could be the 'numb'

ones. Our task to wake them up. The _rst group is lost, I fear; you can't reach them.
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JUST, Then people can't handle reality, the Truth is too bright for their eyes in many facets of his life. TRACY, Let's hope resignation

has an awakening one day. On many occasions, we believe we are accepting a situation, when in reality we are resigning ourselves

to it. Resignation will make us suffer, since we continue to expect the situation to be different and not as it is today. However, when

we accept, we assume reality, without trying to change it, without suffering for it, and that allows us to continue projecting in life,

looking for better options in another path. Of course RANDY, it's just the iu of the liar Fauci, I remember when he said that he went

to the dentist and wanted to force you to put on the mask and you refused.

That is the attitude that awake-minded people would adopt to convince others of their mistake. Thanks GERRITJE1, you _ne-tune

the media, governments are part of the dimension of the deep state. It is the globalist elite that dominates the media. Vanguard

and BlackRock are the main owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of mass messaging on

television, in newspapers, on social media platforms, and they run the major "news" and "Covid" websites. _nd when you Google or

go to YouTube for information. These tycoons own 1,600 US companies and are the ones informing the world about the "safety

and efcacy" of the bogus "vaccine".
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How far has the psychosis caused by fear come? During the pandemic, Dr. Mark McDonald said he met with many patients and

their parents who were experiencing the damage of mass-forming psychosis. According to McDonald, many parents refused to

take their children to see him, even though it would have been the right thing to do, because they were “afraid that they or their

children would contract a deadly disease simply by coming to my ofce.” "We can't become massively delusional psychotic without

being afraid _rst," explained McDonald. “Fear has been the engine behind this pandemic, from the beginning. Without fear,

everything falls apart.” During the episode, with Rogan, Malone questioned the safety of the COVID-19 vaccine, stating that mass

psychosis has resulted in a "third of the population being basically hypnotized" into believing what Dr. Anthony Fauci says.

The denial of "fact checks" serves no other purpose than to prevent people from recognizing what is the most likely cause of their

own psychosis. www.brighteon.com/b4e9d591-c394-442f-980e-05e0e42ece3f  Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, who was nominated for a

Nobel-Prize in medicine and who's also the world's _rst and foremost physician to successfully treat the Wuhan virus, testi_es to

the Rabbinical court: “Wake up! This is World War III. This is genocide.” Which is why he, along with a number of other doctors and

scientists, have signed sworn afdavits alleging “crimes against humanity and attempted genocide” and submitted these afdavits

to International Court: journalpulp.com/2021/09/22/why-do-so-many-still-believe-dr-mattias-des..
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The question should be, why did all of the governments of the world agree to participate in the creation of this mass psychosis,

when in the history of mankind, all governments of the world have never agreed in unison on anything. Why now?
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"According to Summit News, the UK and Canadian governments have admitted to using "totalitarian" methods of "mind control" to

force compliance." Hi Guillermo, I guess that "voodoo" doesn't work on truckers!
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Gui, I just watched "The Jerusalem Report, Season 2, Episode 3" with ILana Rachel Daniel interviewing Ricardo Delcado Martin of

La Quinta Columna in Spain. It begins at 8:41 in the video. Ricardo gave an update of what is in the vials and how and why it

affects people differently. He calls it Acute Radiation Syndrome. He said it is all about the toxic amounts of graphene oxide and

interaction with telephone towers as one variable. Have you seen the latest report from R. D. Martin and if so what are your

thoughts? live.childrenshealthdefense.org/.../the-jerusalem-report
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Google Doesn’t Want You to Research Mass Formation Psychosis or... wait for it...  ...  Kamala for the SCOTUS and Hillary for Pres.

in 2024. The agenda and the Libtard comedy show will continue after the trucker stand-off show is "resolved"... if all goes

according to plan. Dems Force Out Supreme Court Justice In Order To Dump Kamala www.bitchute.com/.../YkKAC9leBEn8  |

econotimes.com/Kamala-Harris-to-play-important-role-in-selecting-new-S..
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Two words: Tavistock Institute. www.darknessisfalling.com/tavistock-social-engineering.html

 | themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/tavistock-institute-an-ongoing-social-..
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Google Doesn’t Want You to Research Mass Formation Psychosis
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Mass formation involves the formation of a hypnotic state around a shared consensus)

Those under its spell obsessively focus on a failure of the normal world or a particular event or person, who becomes the focus of the

attention and can effectively control the masses

)

Mass formation can occur in a society with feelings of social isolation and free-ioating anxiety among a large number of people; it leads to

totalitarian thinking and, eventually, to totalitarian states

)

After Dr. Robert Malone mentioned mass formation on an episode of The Joe Rogan Experience, the term went viral)

The technocrats quickly took action, manipulating search results and populating Google with propaganda to discredit Malone and the mass

formation psychosis theory

)
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IQ tests: are humans getting smarter? An article lifted right out of the "Idiocracy" movie. Eugenical culls often raise the average

I.Q... as long as the those doing the cull target the right... er... left/woke/low I.Q. demographic... so yes on average after this cull it

should be expected that the average I.Q. ww will increase again. econotimes.com/IQ-tests-are-humans-getting-smarter-1607930

 In IQ and the Wealth of Nations, Lynn and Vanhanen (2002) gathered data from 185 countries and found that the average IQ of a

nation correlates with its per capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and that IQ is the single most important factor in the wealth of

a nation. (Free market economy and presence of natural resources were second and third, respectively.)

web.archive.org/.../20210812163319  | eugenics.net/.../caseforeugenics.html  

GhostWorld: 2022-2032 lays out the global depopulation / collapse plan that is already well underway and how it will alter

economies, demographics and nations. You'll learn how to survive the radical changes that are coming and how to position

yourself to thrive among the [with higher wisdom, discernment and situational awareness] remnant survivors who will rebuild

civilization. www.naturalnews.com/.../Ghost-World-2022-2032.pdf

 www.ghostworld.co/ReaderRegistration-Downloads.asp?Subscriber=True  Chapter 4 of 7:

www.naturalnews.com/.../Ghost-World-2022-2032-Chapter-4.mp3   [hope to see all of you pureblood remnants there... hopefully...

or not depending... avoid the poisons, avoid the traps (both kinds)]
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Insidious entities put tremendous resources into capturing our imaginations. The power of millions of imaginations aligned and

synchronized through mass media is the arrangement facilitating our enslavement. That kind of “mass hypnosis” is a hard thing to break

with rational arguments. What high-powered mass media achieve is to take all of that scattered energy, each of us running with our

imaginations in a thousand different directions, and then focus it through captured, synchronized attentions, analogous to the coherence

of light energy into powerful laser beams.

The key is that it is our own energy—mostly fear-based imaginal power—entrained by the millions, that is processed and harnessed in the

service of our subjugators. An important discipline is the training to align imagination with reality in a way that precludes living in fear.

But _rst we must take the responsibility of supplying our own narratives to events, i.e. “think for ourselves.” Presently, we live in a world

where all sorts of media experts take it upon themselves to supply the sanctioned, ill-_tting narratives to events that are patently clear to

anyone bothering to look. That outsourcing of an individual’s vision results in the mass delusions we’re experiencing.

It’s the product of a deranged, irresponsible media, “education” system and political classes constantly cuing us about how we’re

supposed to think or feel about this or that, both overtly, and—more insidiously—through subtle-yet-dramatic cues, including the

incessant coverage given to some topics while others are ignored. That is all mind control. Therefore, the battle for true liberty occurs

within each of us. The most revolutionary act you can perform in such a climate is to sharpen the blade of your own discernment, cut

away all that cheap, useless noise-waste and hone the mind into a sharp instrument of critical thinking. Imagination is a power… your

power; if you don’t direct it, someone (or something) else will.
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Well expressed David,, yes, we have an enemy that is the deep state that wants to subject the world population to its whims for the

interests of power and money. This situation has a main vehicle the fear of covid, which causes consequences at all levels: health,

economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it causes consequences at a psychological level. But we have the weapons that

allow us to _ght deception. Faced with the fear carried out by the media, possible responses can be given in human nature,

depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. To manage them, we would have to put a head to the sensation, identify

it, become aware of what happens to us in order to relativize it and calm down.

We are in the knowledge of true science. Let's work on our self-esteem, strengthening with these small habits that mental and

physical strength that we are going to need so much for when this deception that unfortunately is marked. by an economic crisis

where many things will be different. And we must be prepared for what is yet to come. Information control requires critical

thinking. People must make critical and responsible decisions and not as a group of naive people or incapable of taking

responsibility in the face of a reality of loss of freedoms and rights.

People must access the conscious plane to manage fear. The path must be critical thinking against corrupt powers. It is in us that

the stimuli, manipulators of information, that seek to lead people into false beliefs and direct them along the path of false

promises and the loss of true health, are _ltered through critical thinking, which promotes encounter with the truth, self-esteem,

true personal integration, far from the manipulation submitted to the mass man.
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Genocide of "vaccines" to children spreads throughout the world. This declaration should be read by all people subject to mass

psychosis, who are hesitating to vaccinate their children of 8am ET on 1/18 over 17,000 doctors & scientists have signed the Rome

Declaration WE, THE PHYSICIANS OF THE WORLD, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath, recognizing the imminent threat to

humanity brought forth by current Covid-19 policies, are compelled to declare the following: 1) RESOLVED, THAT HEALTHY

CHILDREN SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO FORCED VACCINATION (view supporting evidence) 2) RESOLVED, THAT NATURALLY

IMMUNE PERSONS RECOVERED FROM SARS-CoV-2 SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTIONS OR VACCINE MANDATES

(view supporting evidence) 3) RESOLVED, THAT ALL HEALTH AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS SHALL CEASE INTERFERING WITH

PHYSICIANS TREATING INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS (view supporting evidence) doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org/original
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On December 31, Dr. Robert Malone, mentioned Mass Formation on an episode of The Joe Rogan Experience viewed by more than

50 million people. (Driving Predator$ nuts as their owned outlets generate mostly between 1 to 1.5 mill views, the best 3 mil.) An

early work on this is an 1841 book titled, “Extraordinary Popular Delusions & The Madness of Crowds,” detailing “the irrational

behaviors of crowds. Wasn't this formally known as "The Mob?" Isn't what Desmet describes a _ne-tuned deliberate use of this

phenomena, formally known as brainwashing, by an individual or a group to instigate a Mob to engage in things against their best

interest, to feed the interest of the instigator/s?  

Desmet: “If we try to convince people or bring a different narrative, [it’s important] we do not try to convince people to go back to

the old normal, because the old normal, is what people tried to escape through the process of mass formation. It was exactly

because the old normal was unbearable, so people were sensitive to the process of mass formation. What we need to construct

together is a new normal, not a technocratic or transhumanist new normal. People need to know there are other options, to escape

the old normal.” One big yes. I for one do not want to go back to the Old Normal & have even less interest in the Predator$ Great

Reset, New World Order Normal.

While it's true radio & then TV spread messages in what are called captive audiences, meaning when we hear something through

those sources, they are one-way streets. No "town hall" engagements there. Now social media has taken the formally macro

managing to leverage the effectiveness of the brainwashing exponentially at the micro level. Very true but, also true is social

media allows individuals to communicate across the levels & layers of our Modern Tower of Babble. Something unhinging the

Predator$ as their main weapon usually is Divide & Conquer, to separate, to isolate in order to hold captive audiences where they

want them
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A useful tool to cut through the noise, fog & confusion - meditation or mindfulness prayer. If someone can focus on one thing &

learn to calm down storms of endless mind chatter, something curious can happen, the chatter drops down or stops & a Relaxed,

yet Fully Aware state arises. It can open us to the Whole of Creation to see what is needed to Co-create with Creation. Not the I,

Me, Mine, I want's, often to small, incomplete, ripe for either or thinking leading to control by Predator$. This can carry throughout

the day in our normal duties. It can continue to keep us focus on the actually needed task at hand and open our awareness to not

follow the herd just because this where the herd is going. Some more awww, no fair, they are picking on me;

www.yahoo.com/news/anthony-fauci-against-more-virus-161610320.html
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Another great post, David. Critical thought seems to be rare, these days. "If you're not thinking 'outside the box'; then you are

trapped inside the box". That's my quote and I believe in it 100%. I like to give my brain a good workout and it's been very efcient

at sorting out all the garbage that attempts to invade it, on a daily basis. Your last sentence is perfect! It brings to mind, a response

I received from some cashier, after explaining to her that thousands of people have already been harmed by the shots: "Vaccines

are safe and effective"! Isn't that original!
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Randy, "If everybody is thinking the same thing, then somebody isn't thinking." Gen. George Patton
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Good morning/afternoon Darzoum, Gui, JustSteve, Randy, and everyone! In addition to the Freedom Convoy, another uplifting

Highwire report came out this week using data from Scotland and England, comparing omicron-patient hospitalizations of

unvaxxed, single-vaxxed and double-vaxxed patients...taken from health services reports! Not data analysis done by

others...clearly shows negative efcacy of multiple shots: DATA REVEALS HIGHER COVID RATE IN THE VACCINATED -

www.bitchute.com/.../zblDHqnxB7oW  - - - - -about 8.5 minutes long, worth every minute!  Keep your eyes open, the narrative will

be shifting.
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Zoulzer... Google Doesn’t Want You to Research Mass Formation Psychosis or... wait for it... ... Kamala for the SCOTUS and Hillary

for Pres. in 2024. The agenda and the Libtard comedy show will continue after the trucker stand-off show is "resolved"... if all goes

according to plan. Dems Force Out Supreme Court Justice In Order To Dump Kamala www.bitchute.com/.../YkKAC9leBEn8   |

 econotimes.com/Kamala-Harris-to-play-important-role-in-selecting-new-S..
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Here in Canada 100K Freedom Convoys, and protestors are descending on Ottawa Canada's Parliament building in -26 c weather. All for

Freedom to end All Vaccine mandates in Canada. We do not want a forced medical procedure on our People so they can work, or go

anywhere. NO!!! watch these videos. We are so Happy that we have the support of other Trickers from USA too. Happiest day in the last 2

years. These truckers will stay for a month. They have been funded to do so. Our Prime minister Trudeau is a coward hiding away. The

opposition leader Peter Otoole supports this and has met with the Freedom _ghters. https://youtu.be/SqRUZ41F8bw
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Thanks mehlinda for posting that link. Shows this is a peaceful protest not like the piece of turd or msm is putting out there. Did

you ever think you would live in a time of such big government and big pharma tyranny and their persistent lies. It’s time the msm

reporters decide who they stand for, freedom for Canadians and all humans of the world or government tyranny? Their children will

pay for their ignorance. I believe in karma!
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@Mehlinda I too had the hopium of the trucker's "freedom convoy" and had been wondering for the past two years, when would the

Canadians stand up to their employees working for the service corporations called government? The bubble burst for me last night

when I found 3 separate videos revealing who is behind the funding for the truckers and how the truckers are being 'set up'. This

too, like many other events is very likely to be subverted. For starters, the empty grocery store shelves, which has been happening

already, will be blamed on them. You know something is wrong when Elon Musk endorses it and meth addicted Jordan Peterson

chimes in while Joe Rogan promotes Tesla's truck as the best thing ever.

Why would Elon support this when he has electronic trucks going into production right now? Answer: It is not for the same reason

we see. See #1317 Canadian Trucker Spell www.bitchute.com/.../gMomiFXRfkYp  , see also, www.bitchute.com/.../EtApzS8n7qhY

 details "DHS Bulletin. 'Domestic Violent Extremists Plotting to Disrupt U.S. Power Grid' and other details, and look at "The

US/Canada Conned-Voyage deception aka All Out of Hopium" found at 153news.net/watch_video.php  .
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Mehlinda, The trucker strike is beautiful, it's on Fox and Newsmax.... I just hope they are prepared to stay put until The Trudeau

says "uncle", I'm sure it would be supported on a go fund me type: "Kickstarter" would be good. I hope everyone's pantry is full of

soup! The world is putting all our faith into them! Let's Go Brandon!
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MercolaGetsIt... the Trucker Convoy - it IS Planned Hopium, just another Lockstep step in the Agenda 21/2030 Trucker Convoy -

Planned Hopium www.bitchute.com/.../AeST0dGiiEYB  Canadian Trucker Spell www.bitchute.com/.../gMomiFXRfkYp   DHS

Bulletin. 'Domestic Violent Extremists Plotting to Disrupt U.S. Power Grid' www.bitchute.com/.../EtApzS8n7qhY  Owen Benjamin |

#1317 Canadian Trucker Spell www.bitchute.com/.../gMomiFXRfkYp   Truckers strike depicted in the Illuminati card game

twitter.com/hugotalks1/status/1487410987682701314/photo/1?ref_src=twsr..  “It’s Just” The Road To Hell ...er... the next step in

the Major Eugenical Depop www.bitchute.com/.../8dBGjAw4qRjg
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I wish Dr. Malone would talk more about the highly intelligent being even more susceptible to believing this narrative. I see it! I'm living in

The Twilight Zone! I see the brainwashing. My child who feels better now (she had tested + last week) is still being ordered to isolate and

wear a mask and wash their hands - like the parent is paranoid. I get it, I'm the only one without the jab, but I'm also the only one who still

has an immune system. The rest of the vax'd young adults here are constantly battling sickness - NOW.

They seem to be _ghting covid-esque sicknesses as well (sometimes positive, sometimes negative), of course this is happening because

the shot doesn't do sh*t. With that said, my child had a horri_c case of the lung one. Whatever it was, it really tore her up. She's not even

20. Had the shot. CLASSICALLY, I heard, "Imagine if she hadn't had the shot, how bad it would have been." *Interesting because I heard

this line all the time for those who got the chickenpox vax and then would get chickenpox, and always for iu shot people.

My thought is always; "Imagine if you had an immune system to _ght it!" Honestly, this article has perfect timing. Looking at Hitler is spot

on. The phenomena of mass formation is very prevalent. For me, the fabric of my own universe has been ripped apart. Subjecting my

children to the shot from paranoia and not doing any research (but trusting people who are making a pro_t off this pandemic) violates

every principle inside me. I'm standing _rm, but in anger. This is hard.
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I loved hearing, "We've got to leave the movie theater and go into the sunlight." YES!
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Insecurity. Lack of maturity. Many who have spent their entire working years in academia have been sheltered from some of the

more practical aspects of life. There is something that grounds you in reality when you wear a pair of work gloves and take

responsibility for producing your own food. Many of those whose careers depend on their higher education have spent so much of

their lives in the classroom that they have not had time for more normalizing experiences. Some have, but that is not the general

case.  Many people also _nd security in group think if they are incapable of forming their own opinions. I felt like I was losing my

mind by the time I made it through grad school. Hanging on that last semester was really tough. It was not about thinking or doing

anything original and meaningful, but by conforming and pleasing professors. I realized the importance of discovering their

favorite topic and writing a paper on it reiecting their views
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Yes, tracy, sunlight and contact with nature is necessary for our immune system and for minds to wake up from a seductive

hypnosis by watching television and listening to the deep state that is hidden in the media. Let's try to talk to others let's transmit

the independent scienti_c truth. Many people have had their full round of doses and are now hesitant to continue due to the

alarming number of infections among those vaccinated. Or maybe you know someone who has been injured by the vaccine or is

concerned about the increasing reports of deaths along with vaccines, read this letter…And now they are coming for our children:

at the link: www.globalresearch.ca/.../5754379  Also listen to Dr. Luc Montagnier, Nobel Prize-winning virologist: "I will reject the

mandatory vaccine."

The seriousness of this crime transcends all partisan divisions and all thoughts and opinions on Covid-19. This thing alone is a

monstrous injustice that must be fully and immediately investigated. It is an unspeakable violation of the principle of full and

informed consent, and it is an act of deception and coercion of such enormous magnitude that no part of it can be justi_ed or

defended in any way. . That is why he, along with other doctors and scientists, have signed afdavits alleging "crimes against

humanity and attempted genocide" and have submitted these afdavits to the International Court:

journalpulp.com/2021/09/02/this-vaccine-is-the-biggest-risk-to-the-gen..
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That "imagine..." line is utterly ridiculous. I am so tired of people talking like we automatically are going to die if we catch it. Or

we're sick b/c we don't have it. As if unvaxxed equals Typhoid Mary. My unvaxxed family _nally did catch it, followed Dr. M's advice,

and breezed through it. We've been (mostly) avoiding seed oils, supplementing, and did lost of nasal iushes and nebulizing. It

wasn't omicron (the test didn't test for omicron), but we all had 1 bad day, a couple off days and that was it. About 2/3 of the

people in my circles seem jabbed.

I haven't seen them dropping like I thought they would (2 died - which is bad, but I thought it would be more), but I have heard

several complaints like you mention. The children seem thankfully not too damaged. But that said, the unvaxxed have all had it and

none suffered long effects except maybe one older friend who seems to have long haulers. I am nervous to see what happens this

Spring as the young people get boosted so they can travel this summer. Ugh.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love: this is so true! Everyone that gets “breakthrough” Covid says the same thing…”it would have been so much worse if I wasn’t

vaccinated”! I feel like saying “well, you will never know-how could you know”? Unfortunately these are the same people who will

become vax injured but won’t correlate it with the jab.  I have decided that every time someone says the word “vaccine”, I’m going

to ask them if they are referring to the experimental biological agent that’s being injected. If they still don’t understand what I’m

mean, I’m going to say “you know, the mRNA gene therapy”.  I’m sorry to hear about your young daughter. I know the bioweapon

virus is real and has done a lot of damage. I hope she can fully recover.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - wow, what a trip that must have been, and how horrifying these were doctors. Yikes! ...conforming and pleasing

professors was my biggest gripe also. Where are we headed if we need everyone to think alike? Hence, my version of

homeschooling was about as untraditional as I could get - and I was forever being challenged at all the status quos by kids who

weren't brainwashed to think a certain way. How that has translated to now wasn't AT ALL what I intended, because their

astuteness should have made them dig, not accept a certain agenda.  Talk about feeling lost. I know I've fought things, always with

Dr. Mercola's protocols, as well as the others.

 When I think about _nding security in a group, I guess you're right, because this group has been that for me - vs all of them

wanting to please the gov't - without thinking! Pfft. *** GUI - The crimes against humanity here aren't some kind of game - this is

serious stuff. People neeeeed to wake up. Florida was AMAZING because the vast majority were soaking up the sun and it was

FREEING to my soul! I want to go back. :)  I can only imagine what's going on with the white blood cell count in the twice shot/once

or twice boostered population.  We need blood panels run, the AIDS one would be best for the types of changes that would signal

red iags.

But instead, people line up and trust.  It don't want to lose my gut instincts.   *** JOY - you're spot on. And to see our young adult

population get the shot for travel - I want to shake people awake, but the agenda is in full force.  You can't (as far as I'm aware)

even go to the Antarctic without a green passport. Siggy - I know, right? Over 2400 different strains - are we doing to create a

pandemic each time?  *** My head is low and I'm kicking a can - everything I've fought for to keep my family healthy has been

smashed. I feel betrayed by the very people who were supposed to protect us.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LovesSing...Tommy Carrigan made the "leave the theatre" remark...Rumble is frustrating b/c you can't _nd out who the channel

owners are b/c Rumble does not do pro_les...NOR does Rumble DO RANKING of comments or allow EDITING of comments.

Channel owners can do snippets of longer vids, but you don't know where the original vid is. Rumble also has some monetary

incentive for its users/watchers, which seems to be its primary reason to be online...
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT - Hi! I heard it from the top video attached to this Mercola page :)
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tracy, If you can get friends and or family to set and watch this or just part of the explanation as to what they are getting when

getting the jab you can say job well done. This is over the top with what is going on with the stuff in the shots. The interview with

the scientist in Spain begins at 8:41 on the video. I can hear you. I can't seem to help my immediate family. Maybe after watching

this they will have buyers remorse. live.childrenshealthdefense.org/.../the-jerusalem-report
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovetosing... they loved leaving the theatre mostly because The Joker was playing.... I read your posts and wonder how you can

carry on day to day..... you are one con_dent cookie !!  And we are all by your side !! Maybe we should all start a new city... it would

be so nice to live amongst sane people. Where does Dr Mercola live ??
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

otis - thank you! She's very articulate. I'm liking this already! 020202- thank you for the encouraging words! And, I believe he's in

Florida :) and I will tell you - nothing but sunshine and ocean, I haven't felt so good in a long long time!  I sooooo want to go back! :)
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom Fighters, Convoys from Canada and USA, longest convoy in history have arrived in Ottawa. It is -26 Celcius, expecting possibly

100K or more truckers. We will not be forced and coerced into a medical procedure to keep our jobs or be able to go to a public place.

Happiest we've been in 2 years. The truckers will stay for a month if need be until we get our Freedom!! www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Melinda, thanks for the link. Impressive!!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Proof that many haven't fallen into the mass psychosis.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As one who ignores "rules" and usually tosses old paint cans into a dumpster under a sign that says, "No Paint"...I went the extra mile to

dispose of a box of paint at the hazmat trailer...the attendant thanked me and I went on my way feeling somehow "Virtuous" for following

the rules...as if I'd waited 3hrs on line for a Fauci needle. Bingo..That's why all the goodie-twos are goodie-twos and shame reprobates
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the rules...as if I'd waited 3hrs on line for a Fauci needle. Bingo..That's why all the goodie-twos are goodie-twos and shame reprobates

like myself...they feel superior and good and entitled to pressure others to get in line...I chuckled.
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Capt'n Redox, lower temperatures?
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epi-cure
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Two weeks ago I stumbled upon a narration on YT by a unseen former "army intelligence ofcer". It told of the Looking Glass technology,

a possible off planet acquisition that through massive data feeds predicts the probability of various timelines unfolding into a distant

future. Being uncertain of its authors and authenticity I nonetheless took stock in the takeaway message that the outcomes of the

various timeline scenarios no longer mattered because, regardless, humankind will prevail over the forces of darkness.

Now at the top of today's featured Mercola page are the usual suspects (no disrespect intended) plying their professional opinions on

behalf of the good guy's side of the fear-and-loathing-on-Earth game. Whereas their truth is a beacon of light that kindles hope, their

language has by now become ever so familiar. The second of today's videos however was/is the unexpected surprise because of its

departure from quantitative discussions of the medical and political horror show that have shaped our reality.

This video's message like the secondary message in the one from two weeks ago is that humanity is awakening to the realization that we

aren't hapless victims of the globalists and that our collective thoughts are the strongest force in projecting and shaping a positive future.

Today, instead of meditating I watched the following video. Staying with this theme, the Huna tells of how our planet is breaking free from

a 250,000-year-old stranglehold.   www.bitchute.com/.../M4gvo0B3G4B6
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I like your expressions, EPI; “humankind will prevail over the forces of darkness” and “our collective thoughts are the strongest

force in projecting and shaping a positive future.” . We can think that there are two fronts involved: the one who wants to dominate

with fear and the person who does not have the mental power to control fear. The mind is wonderful. It is not very easy to

overcome fear, especially if we are facing fears that have been penetrating our feelings and our minds for a long time or that are so

strong that we will need a superior commitment to leave them out of our lives.

Like anger, fear can be overcome if we give it a correct interpretation, and seek "the other look" for the situation that is supposedly

a threat or danger. If we specify the dimension of fear and analyze it thoroughly, we can face fear. It will be the sense of conscious

responsibility that drives life in freedom. Life humiliated by any totalitarian energy is pure fear. We cannot bear the humiliation of

totalitarianism, but we are suffering a gradual loss of political sovereignty and freedom.

Extending awareness means asking ourselves about the responsibility of our minds to seek the path that overcomes fear, the

message that is in every ambition for power. We need critical thought that _nds objectivity in the truth of science, ceasing to be a

mass man, a critical thought, that promotes the encounter with truth, self-esteem, true personal integration, and in turn, transmit

said truth from the force of knowledge, achieving collective immunization against fear, far from being manipulated by power.
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Let us be aware of the manipulation of power to overcome hypnotism. The French writer Sylvain Timsit published a decalogue of

the strategies that are most frequently used by the media and by political elites to manipulate the masses. 1. Encouraging

distraction by promoting information overload, or when such information contains a strong emotional charge such as reporting

tragic events 2. Create the problems and also the solutions as the intention to cause a speci_c reaction, so that this public

demands measures and decision-making that solves the situation such as the loss of freedoms.

3. Appeal to gradualism by applying the changes that are important gradually, so that public and political reactions are equally

gradual and easier to contain. 4. Infantilize the interlocutor by positioning the public as a group of naive people or incapable of

taking responsibility for themselves 5. Make people think that this measure is painful but necessary, and that it is necessary to

agree on it now, even though its effects will be felt years later. 6. Position the public as a group of naive people or incapable of

taking responsibility for themselves, or of making critical and responsible decisions.

The public effectively identi_es with that position and ends up accepting the measures imposed and even supporting them with

conviction. 7. Appeal more to emotions than to reiection 8. Promote complacency in mediocrity to reinforce the feeling of success

and satisfaction for the situation in which we _nd ourselves, even if it is a precarious or unfair situation 9. Reinforce self-blame. It

is being used for the unvaccinated. 10. Knowing people better than they know themselves. It is the basis of arti_cial and emotional

intelligence.
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Epi-cure, Found this last week, a bit Looong at about 3 hrs (we had a 3-day weekend) "The Oracle of the Isle of Wight" had a 6th sit

down with Brian Rose of London Real on his Freedom Network recently. Its again the weekend, see what you think! Rose/Icke 6

The Vindication - THE ONE VIDEO EVERY HUMAN NEEDS TO WATCH - WE CAN BE FREE! Jan 13 2022. -

www.bitchute.com/.../xeP3nZRLhCUq  - - - - - - - - ROSE/ICKE 6 THE VINDICATION - A MUST WATCH!!! Rose/Icke 6 is the _nal

episode of a six part series that started with the broadcast of Rose/Icke on March 18th, 2020 during the early days of the

pandemic when the world was paralysed by fear. That _rst episode would go on to be watched worldwide over 20 million times and

was followed up with our broadcast of Rose/Icke 2 on April 6th, the second largest YouTube livestream in the world that day with

over 65,000 concurrent viewers.

30 minutes later that episode, which would have become the most watched video podcast in human history, was deleted and

banned from YouTube and started London Real’s famous _ght for Freedom of Speech against every major technology platform in

the world. We were banned, censored, deplatformed, defamed, intimidated, hacked, and shut down by every major payment

provider, software company, mainstream media organisation, government regulator, and social media platform.

Unphased, London Real pushed on during lockdown and under extreme pressure. With the help of the globally mobilised London

Real Army, we created the Digital Freedom Platform with our own technology and broadcast Rose/Icke 3 on May 6th to over 1.3

million people, the largest live broadcast of a human conversation in history. Now after _ve episodes and nearly two years later, it's

_nally time to look back on everything that was said and put it all in proper historical perspective. It’s _nally time to show the truth

that was being told during the entire pandemic and and lockdown. It’s _nally time for The Vindication.
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I got a 404 Error message when I went to that link.    Any other way to _nd it?  www.bitchute.com/.../M4gvo0B3G4B6
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mikies, I had no idea what your issue was, simply clicked on the link and it went straight through. Try this one, however, don't cut

and paste into your browser. It should match what epi-cure posted above: www.bitchute.com/.../M4gvo0B3G4B6  - - and I still have

no idea why this may be occurring.
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Who still uses the Google search engine?
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ProximaC
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Google is becoming increasingly irrelevant. I use Brave on Dr. Mercola's previous recommendation and was able to access all of

the material on mass formation that Google has suppressed.
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Only those that wish to be spied on! gooooooooogle = d a r p a
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This is so funny! Just in case you need a mass formation psychosis gut check! Let's go Truckers! https://youtu.be/uEIs4YUy6mI
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What about all the Essential Workers, once Hero's - now zero's. Rubber Ducky - "We gonna form a Convoy."
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Fuellmich and his friends created the Corona Investigation Committee in July 2020 because they did not expect answers from the

government or the mainstream media. The three biggest questions they had, according to him, included the level of

dangerousness of the virus, the reliability of the PCR test and the damage that the coronavirus measures are doing. The decision

to ban unvaccinated truckers (but not unvaccinated illegal aliens) comes amid the worst supply chain crisis the United States has

experienced in recent memory. And while it may have started after the pandemic-related work stoppages around the world, the

crisis is de_nitely being exacerbated now with policies that seem speci_cally aimed at making the problem worse.

WORLD RECORD TRUCK CONVOY! - 100,000 Trucks Protest Jab Mandates In Canada! - Trudeau In Hiding!

www.brighteon.com/8960fbdb-8f2c-49b0-9e5c-fbf96ca419ab  ... Journalist Josh Sigurdson of World Alternative Media (WAM)

spoke about the worldwide protests against the tyrannical Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine mandates. He referred to these

protests in Europe and North America in response to requirements for people to get vaccinated against COVID-19.

www.brighteon.com/c167d5fc-1007-4bba-a216-35f06cb2ee7b
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rumble.com/vtjvu9-january-29-2022.html  There is nothing else to talk about today but..Canada!

rumble.com/vsqmbt-january-17-2022.html  | rumble.com/vtfwyd-freedom-convoy-spokesman-benjamin-dichter-joins-tuck..
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Even on Bitchute - I was seeing trolls trying to misinform. Calling Dr. Malone "Doctor" Malone - I'm like - good God! They'll stop at

nothing. So much is ready and available, but they count on the laziest to accept and move on without listening... and the intelligent

- which still ioors me.
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Yes. The truth is the most important thing. So as the state now Bends and Shifts its idea of the Truth at will, which it is has always done,

but now this bending and shifting of the truth vitally DEPENDS on the public believing them every step of the way, and because whatever

on Earth they are up to is so monstrous, they desperately need to scare the public as much as possible in order to "get them" to believe

their truth. But the problem is that when a truth bends and shifts and changes it is not a Truth at all! So right now you are having varying

degrees of people experiencing varying levels of cognitive dissonance! And so on one level the degree that you suffer cognitive

dissonance (when you are repeatedly told such and such is so even when your eyes tell you otherwise) is to the degree that you will

suffer.

And then People Like Us (haha!) who absolutely have seen the truth from the beginning are slowly driven mad by the spectacle of it all!

This is just one aspect of the mental pain, not even the biggest one. I feel as lucky as ever to be older than most. And so many of my

piddly little dreams I have been able to materialize! I have to admit much of my opinion of the state had been that of an ingrate, even

when we had our old freedoms. I apologize to my poor departed mother when I insisted the good old USA was just as oppressive as any

other authoritarian government in history, it wasn't! These last two years have been A Whiter Shade of Pale for sure!
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swabiengmail.com So: Omicron is harmless. There is no fake vaccine available for it. The unvaccinated are to be restricted?

Hmmm ....
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The Joe Rogan interviews with Malone and McCollough are on Spotify, numbers 1747 and 1757 if I remember correctly. We'll worth

listening to.
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Most of the people that I know that got the clot shot are highly educated. I only have a high school diploma, but I feel like I have a lot of

common sense. I have tried to warn them about it. They’re totally brainwashed so I give up. If any family members that got it get sick,

they’re on their own. I’m not taking care of them. I can’t even relate to these friends and family anymore. They are part of the mass

psychosis. You can’t _x stupid.
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I have only completed high school as well. My husband who has gone to college said it was a waste of time and I'm better off

learning things by myself. At the beginning he was suffering with mass formation psychosis (staying home for two weeks,

beaming a bright UV light on our groceries, insisting that I wash my hands after handling groceries) but he's snapping out of it

(except for the mask when he goes out).   I'm not going along with it because I observed for years since September 11, 2001 how

they ramped up the fear starting with anthrax. I bought into it at _rst (taping the seams in my mobile home bathroom, which I later

kept as a reminder which served me well) but as they kept scaring us with Ebola, Zika, West Nile Virus, Bird iu, Swine iu,

Enterovirus D-68, etc... I got burned out listening to the fear.

Way before that, I was skeptical of what happened during the JFK assassination so I automatically said on September 11th that

they let this happen. In my 20's, I started doing the opposite of what I was told because I dealt with an abusive father during my

childhood and was tired of being an obedient child who was always being used. I've been hurt a lot by people who I was supposed

to have trust in and now I'm in a family of four (husband, his mother, our daughter, and myself) with no extended family because

they still speak to my parents.  My mother chose to stay with my abusive father who used me as a second wife. I told myself,

"never again will I be manipulated by abusive people".
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Same. Barely graduated actually... ;-) There are certain people that are meant to be leaders and others, followers. It is difcult to

watch but we tried to warn all and God gave us the free will to make choices either harmful or positive. Upbringing plays a roll as

well I suppose. My parents were aware.
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Common sense. Good for you tallulah. I've got a bunch of that stuff. Just out of high school, 4 years Marine Corps, marriage and 2

kids, working full time and 8 years of night school to get a BA. So my common sense was always working. Looking back on my

family in West Virginia they all had common sense. Like my parents hitchhiking to California in the 30s with $25. Worked as

migrant farmworkers, brother born and I also in California. Back to West Virginia in the middle of WWll. It was always thoughtful

common sense. For some reason the common sense got lost. My daughter and grandsons have got the jab. So very sad.
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I was just thinking about this today.  You cannot tell those who are brainwashed that they believe "lies" or have been manipulated, so

speak truth gently, but directly. I realized a better way when they spout the ofcial narrative is to look them in the eye and simply say, "It

doesn't work that way." Maybe say, "Many people believe that", so they are not quite as offended when you speak. Then explain to them

how things really work. Most rational people will want to jump on the bandwagon and in with what is proven and reasonable. For example,

with masks. Explain it in terms of why holding a piece of paper in front of your face will not protect you can may even harm you.
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Vladimira
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I, personally, do not attack anybody or correct them. I just state the facts and this is it. Many just disappear after that, but who

cares. Do you want to be with such people anyway? The right people will root for you.
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Decided early on with not complying to any masking. Was kicked out on occasion from various businesses and scolded by the

intensely delusional every so often. I always carried a list of the 16 Randomized Controlled Trials done including the post 2020

Danish Trial showing masking was not in fact effective. When confronted, I would only say "are you aware there are ZERO (0) RCT's

saying masks do what you are told they do and over 15 that show they do not" and hand the list to them. Only once did a person

choose to engage and that person actually broke his spell of the collective narrative mindset. The rest simply took the list and

walked away shaking their heads, or told me they do not believe in my kind of science etc and walked away not taking the list.
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Vladimira... We must open the minds that can be opened. it is as much for our own protection. We cannot let them become a

majority and control our own lives and futures.
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brodie... One of the worst cases of a closed mind I have seen is a nurse who is an RN. Most nurses are not so judgmental. It is sad

to see so many nurses who have received the jab under circumstances of coercion suffering adverse effects. It is often nice

people who allow themselves to be "hurt". It boggles my mind how many keep saying, "I really believe in vaccines, though." I have

become very skeptical of all vaccines. There are a lot of other people who have been jabbed and are experiencing the classic

adverse effects, too. It amazes me how they can remain in denial when the onset of symptoms followed the jab. They keep telling

me it could not have been the jab, but they have no idea what caused it.

I have seen a large number of leg tremors, numbness and falling among a certain group of people who have all been boosted. Even

though they all know each other and speak regularly, they cannot (or will not) put the pieces together. You'd think they would be

discussing a common cause when all are suffering the same symptoms. I hear them say, "my doctor does not know what is wrong

so he is sending me for more testing". I have heard this so often that I _gure it is just passing the buck and fattening the wallet by

making referrals. I suspect doctors to not want to put a diagnosis of vaxine injury in writing.
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I quit trying to "get through" to lemmings that drowned in the "kabal kool-aid"
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Thanks Almond, it will try those responses.  I was sent a Snapchat of a family gathering for Christmas 2020; my daughter’s family

(2 very young children) at her in-laws place along with their 3 other grandchildren and parents. All the adults were vaxxed. They

were all wearing masks the entire time they were there except when eating dinner. When I tried using the common sense approach

with my daughter pointing out how irrational this was, she just stated “well sometimes you have to do what makes people FEEL

better”, it can’t always be about you”. I just ended with “but it doesn’t make sense-think about it”. And that was the end of our

conversation. Unfortunately, this year she went and got her 5 and 7 year olds jabbed…makes me sick to my stomach when I think

about it. And she is the most highly-educated of my 3 children; my sons have the same beliefs that we do and will listen when we

tell them what’s happening in the world.
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Yes Almond there are a few people I would like to send video interview links to but I think the jump in sudden understanding would

be too much for them. Something gentler is required.  I have had some luck in passing on Sen. Ron Johnson's senate hearing to 5

people who were having doubts over mixed messages from news media.
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siggy... This is a triage system. We save those we can, but it is getting late in the game. Many have already drunk the koolaid --3x

already, going on 5x--and it may be too late for them.
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As we stood in line yesterday with our no mandate, no vax passport etc. signs on Main st., we would get the occasional middle

_nger salute. We just smiled and said they think we are "number one".
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otis and all... I wear my "banner" everywhere. I have gotten only one rude comment ("whatever!"). That is not the end of the world.

 Ican handle rejection. I just smile. Maybe it is because most people still show some respect for old ladies? Usually, the response is

fantastic! Poeple will come up to me and tell me how much they like to see me speaking out and how much they agree. Most

people I encounter are already supportive. I do make a few of the others stop and think. The more we speak out, the more likely it

is that more of those who are ambivalent will become followers.
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Doctors have to keep their licenses......no license.no money..no money who is gonna pay for the cars or house or kids extra

schooloing??? Nurses also need to keep their license .........duh....and who regulates who has a license? why the

governments....Fed state, prov etc.and when crooks run the governments well. You need to kiss-asss....or......bye bye license

..swimming pools country clubs gulf...free medical...free excess to lucrative BigPharma.....money talks...and if you're indebted to

banks and mortgages companies...and have an image to protect ......well...that when Gaslighting is 'most effective'  

....>>Gaslighting is an insidious form of manipulation and psychological control.

Victims of gaslighting are deliberately and systematically fed false information that leads them to question what they know to be
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true, often about themselves. They may end up doubting their memory, their perception, and even their sanity. Over time, a

gaslighter’s manipulations can grow more complex and potent, making it increasingly difcult for the victim to see the truth.  

 www.psychologytoday.com/.../gaslighting
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Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrob... People learn not to question things because asking the questions makes them think about things that make them

uncomfortable. Thye know that moral people will need to take some kind of action to right wrongs and that it may "cost" them

something. Better not to think. That becomes easier in a society where you can be dependent on others, get by and still lead a

comfortable life. it is different when you must make a living on your own land and spend your life in close proximity to nature. Your

success depends on your productivity and judgement, not what you wear or who you know. You cannot bluff your way thru milk

production, grain harvest, etc.
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How do you know if you are the target audience of a Psychological Operation? Look for these signs:  1. The presence of fear, confusion,

anxiety, urgency.  2. Use of division, anger, blame, isolation.  3. The use of ridicule and unfounded accusations.  4. The widespread use of

censorship, suppression of contrary viewpoints and information.  5. The use of bribes, coercion, mandates, and threats of violence.  6.

The government breaking its own rules in the interest of "national security", "safety", etc.  7. Attempts to break up a sense of community.

 References (available as free .pdf): "The Naked Communist" by W. Cleon Skousen, a former FBI special agent); pages 259-262 lists the

45 goals Communists intend to achieve. (and they are almost there!)  and  "U.S. Army Field Manual Psychological Operations, Tactics,

Techniques, and Procedures" (439 pages)
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mrrobb
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We the People of EARTH have been victimized ....called Gaslighting..... Gaslighting is an insidious form of manipulation and

psychological control. Victims of gaslighting are deliberately and systematically fed false information that leads them to question what

they know to be true, often about themselves. They may end up doubting their memory, their perception, and even their sanity. Over time,

a gaslighter’s manipulations can grow more complex and potent, making it increasingly difcult for the victim to see the truth.  "A

gaslighter’s manipulations can grow more complex and potent",..yeah.so Drag out your kids and Roll up Dem Sleeves cuz da TV said

its"safe and effective'.........and Everyone KNOWS the TV would never lie to the braindead people....would it??????.........sure....and my

chickens have lips too
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mother always said, "It must be true, they said it on TV". mr robb here is a link that fully supports all you have been saying and

I'm not talking about your current gaslighting comment. Begins at 8:41 on the clip. Interview with Ricardo Delcado Martin of La

Quinta Columna in Spain. live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/the-jerusalem-report?utm_source=..
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The real pandemic is the degeneration of humanity. Jidduh Krishnamurti set out to make man unconditionally free and for all 70 years he

worked the whole world over, he never saw a single human iower. He called humanity “degenerates.” It is true. Fears, physical and mental

degeneration. I have found out the hard way that the more degenerated one is, the more they value their lives. I see these people who

take the shots to be “protected” and the real psychosis is that they value these meaningless waste of time existences. For what? Why are

these lives of value? I remember years ago on the train in New York, one extreme degenerate telling me that he feels life is passing by

and I must feel it even more as I was a few years older than him. I looked him in the eye and said “Sir, you look a good 15-20 years older

than me, you have so much less time left than me. This is why you instinctively feel that you are running out of time.” You had to see the

loser’s face. People don’t like facts.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He may not have seen the iowers but they are there and many are quiet iowers :)
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Pjmauigirl. You may be correct in what you say about Krishnamurti's view that everyone, just everyone, whom he met was a

degenerate. Maybe he himself was just projecting his own degeneracy. I recall seeing a photo of him, a closeup, years and years

ago. His eyes were the wierdest, sickest looking I have ever seen.. Also, I read a book by him and thought, "What a depressive."

FWIW.  I am sorry to say this, though, and don't want to criticize too much.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“It is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a profoundly sick society” Jidduh Krishnamurti Yes, Krishnamurti, called this

world “a panorama of horror.” He said that people are looking for illusory, super_cial comfort through a variety of means (religion,

entertainment and so on). Obviously, he is correct.
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InnerCynic
Joined On 12/3/2021 8:03:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The irony of one psychology prof claiming that he never heard of MFP on one hand while on the other pushing for the that very thing, i.e.

"brain washing propaganda" upon the masses! You just can't make this stuff up.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We most certainly have seen mass psychosis formation before social media: Hitler, Communism, Fascism, Stalin. What all these share is

a narrative of fear. FEAR is infectious - you do not need social media, other than the old-fashioned type to produce this effect. By the

same token, social media is exactly what is allowing a quiet revolution to occur and we have so far been able to connect with like-minded

people such as those on this site.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's better known as The Karen Syndrome...
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fake train trip. Fake sign "work shall set you free." Fake showers. Fake soup. Fake virus isolation procedure. Fake virus photograph. Fake

PCR test. Fake (mRNA) vaccine. Fake mainstream media. Fake pandemic.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To some, intelligence means "ability to follow directions." But that's not what makes a mind able.
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Erika5
Joined On 8/4/2021 7:24:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gerritje1, what has been left out is that the group of people that are LEAST likely to believe the Covid narrative are PHDs. I’ve read that in

earlier data (maybe suppressed now?). The persons reporting this data proposed that this would be the case because those awarded a

PHD, as opposed to a Bachelors degree or Masters degree, had to come up with an ORIGINAL idea to write their thesis. Those with a

Bachelors or even Masters have been awarded those based on their ability to regurgitate the dogmatic “information” presented to them.

So, it’s not intelligence that matters as much as the ability to QUESTION and think outside the box.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum, I'll bet truckers have some bad ass set ups of satellite radio etc to get alternative or REAL news as well. They have hours upon

hours per day to be very well informed but they also have to be critical thinkers to accept the info that isn't mainstream propaganda. Many

of these men are 'salt of the earth...'
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As "the medium is the message," electric media essentially de-centralize.
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suemopaulyahoo.com
Joined On 12/17/2021 9:13:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Psychosis, at least in part, is the action of an individual to a pseudo-reality as if that pseudo-reality was reality. E.g. I claim that I'm

Napoleon (the pseudo-reality) and then behave as if I was (the action), I devolve to psychosis (the result). The most fundamental fact in

all of existence is, "In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth." We have for the last century, insisted, demanded and taught

that we are all the products of the random events of nature; Evolution. Thus, life is logically, an exercise in futility; undeniably

meaningless. By denying that most fundamental fact (Gen. 1:1), and then replacing it with the least likely mechanism of producing the

nearly in_nite complexity of life and its hugely complex support system, the patently absurd pseudo-reality of evolution, we have

devolved, necessarily to this mass psychosis.

Jesus said, "...and you will know the truth and the truth will set you free." (Jn. 6:38) By denying the truth which our Creator made simple,

clear and accessible we have marched headlong into tyranny and slavery and are left to observe a world being destroyed by sociopathic,

God hating, murderers. The most dangerous characteristic that our Creator imbued us with is free will. He invites us to join His family

through His Son but He does not force us. Love is never coercive; it demands freedom to choose.

But when we choose wrong we are not freed from the consequences. The corporate madness which all sane people recognize is the clear

consequence of choosing wrongly. The grace of God allows us to recognize our mistakes, change course and turn to Him. "I take no

pleasure in the death of the wicked but that the wicked would turn from his ways and live. Turn, turn, oh house of Israel, why should you

die." (Ezek. 18) "Come to Me all you who labor and are heavy burdened and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn from Me

and you will _nd rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and My burden is light."
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And then we have suckerpunch aka Zuckerberg delivering meta verse to your front door quicker than pizza delivery. The new

alternative to reality.
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T147315
Joined On 9/24/2021 8:27:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My reason for not going along with mass formation is because I have innate distrust of Goverment, AND mainstream media based on the

coverage of the _rst Obama run for President.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too have not trusted the media nor government my entire life from 13 years and up. An employee of my father’s was mugged. The

two newspapers in our area had incorrectly stated the details. The victim was surprised his experience was distorted. I trusted

what I read in them up until that day. A few years later I read 1984 by George Orwell; that sealed my distrust and questioning. Yet,

was it an attitude I developed or was that part of my basic nature?? Interesting question for each of us …
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course they don't want the public 'knowing' what's happening---the public is like the frog they are going to boil---you don't drop the frog

directly into the boiling water---you put it in s nice tepid bath and THEN put it on the _re and the water THEN heats to the boiling point and

--- VIOLA!! BOILED FROG!!!
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why did Malone invent the MRNA? Didn’t he know that they would use it to destroy the freedom that we had before the plandemic?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, if the memory is working it was research in hopes of a way to address cancers. Big Pharma, Fauci, P_zer & friends as we are

seeing took it in a whole different direction.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL. He didn't INVENT it just as Al Gore did not INVENT the internet. He played a part (integral part) in developing amongst many

collaborators. Not sure WHY this absurd notion persists.
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Mpup321
Joined On 11/5/2021 7:28:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a solution to all of the lies. There is a solution to the mass formation. There is a solution to the scamdemic. The New Testament.

Read it.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think I have written previously on this theme/perspective. It is more than complicated, and probably more than controversial and difcult

to explain. "2) Feelings that your life is pointless and meaningless" and "People of higher education" are extracts from this article, partly

and correctly explaining why people become such "sheeples" when threatend by the uncknown. To me it is also an explanation of why

they cling so "religiously" to the modern white coats ( who themselves have mosly fallen into this trap I am to explain) when they become

ill, basically because of a lack of knowledge ! There seems to be a distinct difference between a crowd of people who are swept up and a

modern conglomoration of people who live apart but all contract a "fear" and seem to have no courage.

They do not seem to collect physically in groups. Those who become upset and agitated at wrong doing, do collect in groups. These are

the more individualistic type of personalities that have a sounder metal sense of self. The question is, why ? The probable simple reason

is that a broad spectrum of humans have "lost " their basic, natural faith, the knowledge that humans instinctively experience, specially

when they live closer to nature, have some experience of it. The modern world is very confusing in this respect. Since the 70's a mass of

science has developed that people thought was conclusive but which really was not.

Best examples are Hawkins and Dawkins who has/had massive iniuence but who actually made huge, very stupid calculative mistakes. I

think the process started with miss interpretations of what Darwin and Einstein actualy came down too. Which seems more about how

our universe "works" and not why it functions as it does. Many were/are confused by all this and have subsequently lost a grip on faith.

So the "educated" think they know and the less educated with less experience of creation, just can not see the light, become very

insecure/anxious/fearful.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My primary relation in this form is to the earth and the solar system, and then to plants and animals. Other humans are further

down on the list right now.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I disagree with the _rst portion of your second paragraph. You’re describing antifa. I would never associate those antisocial

terrorists with being higher thinkers or holders of a higher sense of self. I could dive deeper into a description of these twats but I

won’t waste my time. Go back to the drawing board, re-evaluate your ideas.  I know many intelligent, educated people on both

sides of the mass psychosis and I’ve met some real dummies on both sides. It has less to do with education than supposed.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lack of knowledge? People have willingly, happily embraced the idea that acute illness type syndromes were always caused by

something "out there" - it's never their own fault or within themselves. The only difference is that long ago, such illness was

attributed to angry gods, unfavorable constellations and malevolent spirits. Today, they're called "germs", "bacteria", and now,

especially, "viruses".
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have entrusted you with much....Even more is expected!  Love, Mother Nature. (Excerpt from David Martin episodes)
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Xgolfer.aol.com
Joined On 2/6/2010 6:32:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It appears that the two sides are becoming more polarized and aggressive towards each other. Of course, as the tension rises and more

and more data comes to light, hopefully those advocating for vaccines and the current big pharma/medical community/liberal politician

cabal will see their position as untenable and will back down. I like to listen to both sides as a check to see if I’m being rational and fair

(I’m not immune to bias). An example of the cabal’s depth of commitment to their narrative was recently posted on YouTube by the Mayo

Clinic where Dr Gregory Poland makes the case for vaccines and lockdowns.

His presentation is full of untruths, half-truths, and a spinning of selected facts to support their narrative. It will take your breath away.

But it also illustrates what Dr Mattias Desmet claims, viz., that even very intelligent and accomplished persons (Dr. Poland) can be caught

up into the psychosis. It’s worth listening to in order to see a concrete example of mass formation psychosis. "Year Three of COVID-19:

Harsh Truths, Realities, and Glimmers of Hope" - YouTube (www.youtube.com/watch )
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As stated near the end, we are a mass in the dark theater, turn the lights on to reveal the monster is not real, but imaginary. This movie

sucks and is wrought with perpetual angst and anger. The choice to remove yourself from this theater and outside into the light again is

yours. The refresh and reboot with like-minded others (like we do here at Mtcoyh do to seek greater understandings) because the policy

makers are possibly dumb/ blind/ or paid off in bribery shades of control that promises are made to them of untold future power and

riches. The Global traveling medicine sideshow narrative is pro_table, and the players protected, perceived as the only way out of

Plandemia, is on false say so!  The motives are clearly #NOTABOUTYOURHEALTH and it never was.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Loads of other deceptions have been swallowed with mass formation like the contraceptive one and all of the sexual revolution. NFP as

taught by the couple to couple league WORKS. Sex and actually KILLS relationships, contraception ruins marriages and those married

couples who ditch contraception, deny themselves and abstain from intimate relations as a means to regulate the size of their families

and spacing of their children have FAR better marriages than they did before. They often choose to have larger families too. The idea that

life and the universe existed by ACCIDENT without a creator is nonsensical. Jesus existed and historical evidence of Him and the

miracles is greater than the evidence for Henry VIII's existence and life.

Mary appeared to us at Fatima and Lourdes. The evidence of Fatima is overwhelming. Prayer, confession, the receiving of the Holy

Eucharist and praying the Holy Rosary grants phenomenal grace. If Christian life is not working for you, try chastity or celibacy. Purity is

evolution and particular bodily purity for those unmarried, celibacy and for the married a Holy Marriage Bed, with love instead of sex and

a different experience of sex than many have. There are certainly too many of the WRONG type of people but our world can take on even

more people than we have at present, sustainably.

Organic foods and meat can feed the world well. Those who consider themselves our superior are in fact INFERIORS. Most people are not

overly bothered about wealth. Large families, ie families with many children do not necessitate overpopulating our world or increasing our

population even. This is because people do not all marry. A RC family should have priests, nuns, monks, consecrated virgins, maiden

aunts and bachelor uncles. Not every child in every RC large family should be growing up, marrying and having more children.
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AnneDormer
Joined On 4/16/2010 5:33:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fascinating follow up on information received from other sources earlier. Helpful overviews. Thank you
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's absolutely unbelievable how many are still spewing the extremely deluded propaganda that was _rst perpetuated more than a year

ago.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this is a great newspaper>>>> www.druthers.net  Canadian :) eh....
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https://druthers.net/  Awesome newspaper

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/29/2022 11:34:37 PM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Agree mr rob. Awesome.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM
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#1. Mass psychosis? Or just the logical result of at least 75-100 years of propaganda that vaccines are the best prevention of acute

syndromes?  #2. "if no one speaks the truth, society cannot continue to function." Well, sure, let's continue speaking the truth, but you

have to admit that our society has not been functioning for some years now, in any meaningful sense of the word "function". This

implosion has been coming down the pike for some time now.  Just my opinions. :)
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don't know what you are talking about, Vladimira. Your ego wants you to believe you are right. I grew up with a step dad, 18 years my

mom's senior, Jewish, escaped from the nazi death camps by being sent over to US and his brother, Josef, amazingly survived through

one. Either I believe you, a crazy egomanic, or I believe the stories from step dad and his brother (all online, Josef had quite the internet

presence). And what I was told certainly lined up with history. You are RIGHT, RIGHT, RIGHT. No one is right all the time, including myself. I

don't know where you are from but you certainly hate America. Good luck with that one. I tell you what---everyone on this site, just ignore

this man. He is a narcissist. Don't even bother to respond.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to brake it to you, but your step daddy and his brother were handsomely paid for their “suffering”. They were on the

reparations payroll, especially for quite an online presence. The narcissists’ stories always align with the narcissistic ofcial

narratives of history. I feel sorry for you that you grew up with such shady characters. You have typical narcissistic projection. They

sold their souls for money, no I have no respect for your step daddy and his brother, neither for you.
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I don't think most doctors are victims of mass formation psychosis. They were brainwashed into pharmaceuticals in school, and this is

just a natural extension of that. If they go against the narrative, they will probably lose their licenses and the expensive education will be

useless. So they go along. Remember, an intern is not allowed sufcient rest. Deprivation of sleep is a primary cult mind control method.

The pharmaceutical companies control the hospitals.
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And yet, and yet - a few MDs do understand that blaming "germs" for everything is nonsense, and that we have to change our

behaviors to get well in a truly fundamental sense.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course Google doesn't want us to know the plays in their playbook any more than any sports team does. But there's the thing: we who

know CAN give them away. And that is the spirit in which to give them away. Not to challenge people's beliefs if they simply don't know,

but to drop hints. Dole out the most digestible morsels of the lowest hanging fruit without challenging their belief systems. Let those who

may be capable _gure it out for themselves. The ones who cannot be reached will usually advertise it, and they simply need to be avoided

to the extent possible until they go down with the compound.
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Google doesn't want people to know how poisonous Remdesivir is either. When I Googled it, information on all the kidney failure and

death did not come up. I switched to Duck Duck Go. Deleted Google from my phone
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Brainy smurf was the technocrat who got thrown out on his ass at the end of each episode. "Papa smurf always says..."
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any difference between what was going on in Salem, Massachusetts in 1692 and now? Watch the music video of Turfseer's new

hit song: 1692 Was a Very Good Year. https://youtu.be/qx8keLopGIM
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently, things aren't moving fast enough for King Gates & Co. This isn't actually about Google, but is still in the realm of the side

topics here. Why might we not be surprised?  One of the Headlines in my Organic Consumer Assn. email this morning has the following:

Bill Gates Warns That Worse Pandemics Are Coming  “Software magnate Bill Gates has raised the specter of future viruses that could be

more lethal than Covid-19, saying rich countries should ramp up vaccine funding to brace for potentially catastrophic outbreaks. “The

Microsoft co-founder made his comments while announcing a new $150 million pledge by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to the

Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI). He noted that while Covid-19’s Delta and Omicron variants were among the most

transmissible viruses ever seen, the world could have been hit with a more virulent pathogen, killing far more people.

 www.rt.com/.../546570-bill-gates-pandemic-warning
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I'm sure they're trying. But healthy people with proper immune support tend to hold up quite well against any infectious diseases.

Smallpox would work for fear, but as a disease it would be a dud, having already been eradicated by public health improvements.

Perhaps their new angle will be a poisoning program they can blame a bug for, like poliomyelitis, which is due to environmental

poisoning, and peaked following peak use of paralytic agricultural pesticides.
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And Forbes Magazine says that 500 new billionaires have been created because of Covid. Thing with money is, it's not about

having enough, it's who wins the game of who has the MOST.
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Yes, balhawk~ I agree they're trying and will continue doing so. I remember a few conversations with my late husband after 9/11

about this new kind of war wasn't like any other and wasn't about to end. Your 'new angle' comment was one of the ways I

mentioned that could be a possibility. Of course, we're already exposed continually with all the deadly chemicals in the foods, soil,

air, etc. Even eating mostly organic isn't a guarantee these days that those foods are free of toxic chemicals, so yes, it's imperative

to keep our immune systems in tip-top condition. And we need to remember, these people are SO evil, I'm certain their minds are

constantly dwelling on how to develop and carry out their malicious plans by whatever means possible. We know we're in for a

never-ending battle. I pray all the truckers in Canada will stay safe and help make a difference.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, 020202~ A Billion Dollars.....wow.....sadly, money these days seems to have gained so much importance. Thing to remember is

Mark 8:36 - What shall it pro_t a man if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul? How much money can a person

spend? And I've often thought, knowing how busy these folks are spending most of their time getting that money, how much time

do they have for anything else? ......................... I had to make two separate posts - for some reason, this system will not allow me

to make paragraphs that are separated.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does the term "mass formation psychosis" apply to populations who believe in virus theory? Are viruses a fact? Can we trust science?
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Will you build a house for me to live in?...I took you from the pasture and from tending the sheep...I have been with you everywhere...Also

I will choose a place for my people...and I will plant them so they can live in their own homes. They will not be bothered anymore. Wicked

people will no longer bother them as they have in the past." ~Samuel.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The article states, "Because never in the history of mankind have the tools existed to pull it off. First radio and then TV spread the

message, but then social media leveraged the effectiveness of the brainwashing exponentially;" however, Napoleon stated, "Four hostile

newspapers are more to be feared than a thousand bayonets." Essentially, electric and digital media de-centralize, while mechanical

means centralize (newsprint is mechanical.) Technocratic and totalitarian mentality favors efciency for sure but hyper efciency is now

outdated and thus exempli_es culture lag. The people need options. But the centralizing problem called technocratic totalitarianism is

not caused by electric media. Hitler did not belong and he ultimately lost. The medium is the message.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM
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They are failing. I'm not afraid anymore of these ridiculous parodies of a human being.
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Maranatha Today
Joined On 1/19/2021 12:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's called "Strong Delusion" by Christians...Second Thessalonians 2:9-12  www.blessedquietness.com/.../strong-delusion.htm

 | www.compellingtruth.org/strong-delusion.html
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here are Dr. Sherri Tenpenny's words to doctors who go along with the Covid murder weapon for the sake of getting along: "Why don't you

grow a spine?" There is no one more knowledgeable, no one more articulate, no one more hard working than Dr. Tenpenny in her profound

love of the Truth and of innocent life. Please hear her in this brief just recorded video:  www.bitchute.com/.../FfN6zg85gTZA
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recommend watch: nationsinaction.org/meri-crouley-interviews-maria-zack
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

60% of us maybe isolated per their data but that does not equate to 60% drinking the koolaid-  My oldest daughter is married with children

and has a huge social circle yet is vaxx’d and vehemently against all non vaxx’d including myself.  I’ve moved from state to state so much

the last 20 years I have no strong social ties. I don’t own a tv and am rarely on any social media (mostly YT) and here. I’ve no answers but

I do notice that regardless of side you choose there’s always those of us that don’t _t the norm. I think if we stopped trying to force a

norm we’d be much healthier overall.  But they’ve managed to divide us with our approval and participation into smaller and smaller

groups and boom! There’s your 60%-
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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www.theepochtimes.com/government-overreach-is-coming-to-an-end-massive..
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google doesn't want anyone to be able to think for themselves or know anything that counters the narrative. If Google were a Biotech

company they would desire to make brains obsolete.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not just google but ALL w a strong voice in this ridiculous narrative. And yr correct, that’s exactly what they ARE doing … trying to

create a real ZOMBIE CULTURE. We hear that phrase all the time, but think about it, all these steps, measures and mandates (made

up unconstitutional laws) ALL point to the creation of a zombie culture where they want everyone SICK, STUPID, and DEPENDENT

on big daddy government.  Especially the younger generations - they want them So SICK they can’t function normally without the

drug pushers wares (big pharm), and so STUPID that they can’t think clearly enough to _ght back even if they wd otherwise want

to.

In other words, They don’t care about the 40 and over generations—- they want their children! They want their minds and they want

their reproductive organs. Period. Why do you think all this counter culture BS was ushered in, and you now see the removal of

Pledge of Allegiance in the classroom, bc the word God in schools is now a SWEAR word?  It’s the kids minds they want, and the

parents just go along with everything bc it’s simply EASIER than _ghting back.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cell Phone Danger for Fertility "A new Korean study con_rms the link between the use of cell phones and the danger for fertility.

Researchers have found a decline in the quality of spermatozoa in men: smartphones degrade the quality of sperm by reducing their

motility, viability and concentration. Thismeta-analysis was published in the scienti_c journal Environmental Research after a

peer-reviewed publication.... As part of our action to warn about overexposure to the thermal effects of smartphone waves

(microwave-type heating effect), which are particularly risky for spermatozoa, our NGO Phonegate Alert advises users to avoid contact of

cell phones or any other connected object (tablet, laptop, etc…) with the pelvic area. Never carry a cell phone in your pants pocket!"

www.phonegatealert.org/.../cell-phone-danger-for-fertility
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jdweldy
Joined On 5/23/2020 8:15:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google limiting searches? Change to yandex.com. Finds everything. it is a russian site.
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TRitchie
Joined On 3/24/2012 11:24:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I found the book in different forms on Archive.org so we can download it for ourselves before some government lackey takes it down.

archive.org/.../in.ernet.dli.2015.58938
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui: thanks for posting the info on the Rome Declaration; I don’t know how I missed that!
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the most dangerous time in the history of the human race. The seriousness of this evil plot can not be underestimated. It is not

due to any threat of conventional war, and is not due to the threat of nuclear decimation, it is based on the fact that this is a psychological

war waged by psychopaths against all mankind and our planet, and it is being advanced by a small group of monsters that have taken

control of the minds of the masses through long term indoctrination and policies meant to breed dependency.

Fear is the new weapon of mass destruction, not because it is legitimate, but because people lost all will to be free, have the ability to

think, to seek shelter and comfort as a collective herd only capable of existence in a society that is based on totalitarian rule. The ONLY

way that this evil psychotic plot ends is when EVERYONE refuses to comply with their psychotic agenda. Their end may have to come by

why the founding fathers made the "2nd amendment" the 2nd amendment. Read every word carefully and see why what may have to

come. Be prepared. May God be with us.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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Also bc people are so damn LAZY any more!  They actually WANT everything handed to them. Even if it’s not much, even if it’s dam

POISON. Of course not all, but MANY, enough so they drag the rest of us hard working people who CAN and WANT TO think right

along with them.
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joy894334
Joined On 4/1/2016 8:46:48 AM
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My MIL has been triple jabbed and is having the most bizarre dreams. She thinks my kids hide under her couch and iee from her (she

lives out of state), and lots of odd stories. She often calls to ask if they're real or not. It's so sad. She's also been in and out of the hospital

with health problems that were undercontrol before. She has plummeted mentally and physically since the jabs.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cabal...yes it is Cabal. The "BLACKLIST" serial, with Raymond Red Reddington(brilliantly portrayed by James Spader) has exactly that.

many episodes are about this same CABAL. keep in mind, that these episodes were created way before the big-pharma psychosis

started, around 2013-2015. Amazingly these Cabal episodes were kind of warning what the Cabal is going to create.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM
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It is really spelled "Kabal or Kaballa" Cabal is a _ctitious spelling.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Masses, crowds have no goals, no spirits. The difference between something that is alive and something that is dead is the presence or

absence of a "life spirit" of life intentions. A single cell is a complex community of things and processes, with coordinated life spirits, life

goals - to live, to survive, to grow. When cells form communities, and develop more complex organisms, from pond scum to simple and

complex tissues in plants and animals, these communities - tissues - develop higher level life spirits, life intentions, life goals. When

tissues form communities, they create limbs and organs which have higher level life goals, life intentions, life spirits.

Bodily organs form communities, creating organ systems with more powerful and more complex life goals, life intentions, life spirits. The

body is not conscious of these spirits. The body of a single celled animal has a life spirit, multi-celled animals have layered life spirits.

When the brain develops, another layer of spirits is added, a more conscious layer, which becomes more and more conscious as the brain

develops language to explore it's life goals. All living beings develop communities. No cell lives outside of a community of cells - if so, the

_rst successful reproduction creates a community. Mammals develop family communities and tribes.

Humans develop communities of communities of communities. Communities have invisible life spirits. Communities, large and small,

can develop psychoses. Psychoses are diagnoses applied to individuals. Our medical systems avoid diagnosing community diseases.

Formation, in this context has two meanings, that which develops naturally and also that which is used "intentionally" by the manipulation

of leaders. Why do some not fall for the fear, why leave the safety of the center? Every community needs outsiders to monitor the

perimeter and to explore new vistas. Outsiders _nd it harder to make communities. But they see farther, the lead us to the future.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some effective energy tools from Donna Eden. This is a uniquely different way to help the immune system using gentle exercises, while

keeping fear at bay.  https://youtu.be/RSF8z50nz70
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM
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Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM
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I attended one of her seminars years ago and was quite impressed by her work. When I do the exercises by myself it doesn’t work

that well. At the seminar I was the model for one of the exercises and she did energy work by unscrambling my energies. You

cannot believe how aligned I felt after that.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you have always lived and worked inside a system that has taken care of you, you never need to face the consequences of your

decisions or learn to think and be responsible for yourself. When demographics shifted from rural farms to cities, many people lost their

resourcefulness and self-reliance. They learned that group think brought them security if they did not rock the boat. They no longer

needed to understand the processed of life if they worked on an assembly line, only to do as they were told. In many ways, academia has

become like that assembly line with "the convoy method of education". Same book, same page on the same day of education. Students

all move at the same pace and are expected to conform to the same kind of thinking while doing the same things.
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.facebook.com/.../450449360119839  Part of WW3. Didn't you know the world is tricked everyday by a nefarious gang who escaped

from a galactic lunatic asylum!
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multinode
Joined On 4/7/2021 10:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminiscent of Ray Milland in "Gaslight"!
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MusicMan2552
Joined On 2/5/2021 10:50:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was Charles Boyer not Ray Milland
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AlexJAzar
Joined On 8/28/2016 6:55:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Mass formation hypnosis" is a euphemism for the Media.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about Clique Formation Psychosis practiced by the MSM, Social Media Platforms, and politicians? Hillaryous and the world has

gone MAD!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there have been many books theorizing abot what the basic conditions that allow the dominance of Mass Movements to have historically

taken place - here are two from my library - en.wikipedia.org/.../The_Origins_of_Totalitarianism  -

en.wikipedia.org/.../The_Mass_Psychology_of_Fascism  - both of these two philosophical works were written by major intellectuals who

experienced the Nazi scourge _rst hand - what Desmet seems to lack in his perspective is the coercive nature of the Death's Head

Psychology - humans want to stay alive and cling to hope - the human imagination which was shaped by God cannot accept the total lack

of goodwill that resentful social mis_ts scheme against them - they are iniuenced by a language that has no critical mediation - Hitler

was humanized by being portrayed as loving children and dogs - in fact his alsation was the love of his life - his love of children entailed

the bashing of their brains on the concrete platform on arrival at Auschwitz - by murdering all your opposition fascism consolidates their

power - but like Ouroboros ends up by eating itself as murder is ther goal of deranged psyches-
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanleybecker, You keep going with your psychosis. There is ample evidence that Hitler was not bashing children’s brains. There is

ample evidence that the Allies were bashing German children’s brains. The Jewish owned media inverted the story and made the

perpetrators victims. You cannot let a good killing go to waste. You will be better off if you switch off the mainstream media and

mainstream false narratives. The mainstream media narratives have made you brain dead.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vladimira, Hitler was indeed bashing children brains. You have everything about Hitler and WWII upside down. US was the one who

was pushing Germany to attack USSR. US was the one who supplied Hitler with everything they need for their army, for their

economy. To destroy USSR and kill as many jews and gypsies was the main interest of the White House. American companies

were supporting and working full time to keep supporting and supplying Hitler with all he need to accomplish the american goal.

The witch hunt after american citizens sympathizing with USSR was in full swing in 1920-30s. And WWII against USSR was the

culmination of the american dream.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Stan, Marc Marshall is a clinical hypnotist, in this article he exposes the basics of the hypnotist pointing out a part of the brain

known as the amygdala. When stress makes you feel strong anger, aggression or fear, it activates the _ght or iight response, the

one responsible for our survival as a species. In hypnosis we lose the "control panel" of our personality and our ability to

communicate. We lose our ability to make rational judgments, our stress increases, and dramatic physical changes occur in our

bodies. Our subconscious minds seek to _nd that "blueprint" that will free us from this threat, and we follow the lead of perceived

leaders.

After exposing the dangers of the restrictive measures of this false pandemic due to mental and bodily harm, he ends: “I will

continue to help people love and laugh again, and face the challenges of Covid, “What the Mind Conceives, the Body Achieve.” I

think we have a unique opportunity to be an even better version of ourselves. I believe that when we all wake up from this imposed

state of hypnosis, we will do so with a new vision, a new determination and a new understanding of how amazing we can be."

www.hypnomarc.com/2020/04/08/we-are-witnessing-the-greatest-mass-hypno..
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zinovius, The US wanted the war and did everything in its power to have it and prolong it, including provoking the Japanese to

attack Pearl Harbor. The US purposefully let their own soldiers at Pearl Harbor be killed. The globalists always want war. They don’t

care about nationalities. Wars are super pro_table. The globalists were in control in both the USSR and the USA at the time. There

was never a Cold War. The Cold War was only a fake war for the peasants to let themselves work to death to support the globalists

with rich war pro_ts. Behind the curtain the globalists are in cahoots to make as much money from the fake war as possible.

These weapons cost a lot. The USSR and USA leadership were best buddies behind the scene. This is the all seeing eye in the _ve

star for Beria on Time magazine. It is massive organized crime for pro_t. You cannot make such money honestly.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lavrentiy_Beria#/media/File:Lavrenty_Beria-TIME-..   The all seeing eye of the globalists. They are our rulers

and we are the stupid peasants that are enslaved to serve them. The WW2 was ultimately a massive criminal fraud to set up the

Germans and milk them.

Why? Because the Germans are pretty cool and hard working. Germany is still paying reparations for WW2. How do you think the

Jews “rebuilt” so fast after the war? They robbed Germany blind. The Jews enriched themselves immensely with WW2. Thousands

of years ago pillage and plunder was more crude, now pillage and plunder is done under the guise of “helping” us against the evil

enemy, Germans, Corona virus and so forth. It is really pillage and plunder. The _lthy thieving _ngers of the globalist pro_teers. If

the globalists were to earn money honestly they would be paupers.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

History is written by the victors. The whole story about Hitler is a lie written by the victors. My uncle was in WWII and landed with

the second wave in Normandy and was involved in a bunch of major battles including the "battle of the bulge" and stayed for two

years after the war. He was in a "military intelligence unit" and he told me before he died that the Holocaust story was a lie and

Eisenhower committed more war crimes against the German POW's and civilians depriving them of food, shelter, and medical

treatments than the Germans ever did to allied prisoners of war. I have been investigating this for over 30 years, and it breaks my

heart that what I have found is true to what he told me.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Stan, “The Origins of Totalitarianism” happens to be available in the Cloud library…I will read.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vlad - I gather you are pro Hitler because his form of totaltarianism was not called "communsm - but National Socialism means

exactly the same thing - your STUPIOIDITY is a canditate for the Guinness Book of Records - you subscribe to the Arab saying "my

friends enemy is my enemy" - you insult me but your provacations are merely signs of your feeble mindedness - you deny what is

obvious by claiming that "your version" is the truth - I see you as another form of SNAKE - a cosmic joke  

Zinovius - thank you for bringing some COMMON SENSE to this discourse  

Gui - Marc Marshall has created a potential outcome through the use of articulated language - let us hope and pray that his

predictions pan out

Vlad - yeh, the Germans didn't kill their mental problems with enforced euthanasia - and the Zyklon B chambers did not kuill Jews

/Gypsies / communists / and CHRISTIANS!! - you are not just blind but also quite mad - I don't see any salvation for your soul - you

can join your family of snakes and harbor malice with your relatives  

big - did your unclke liberate Auschwitz ? - here's a full length movie for you and Vlad the Impaler to watch - this movie -   -

youtu.be/ps9Q6OuUufc&t=1659s  - Hannah is a highly articulate philosopher   - enjoy Siggy
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Old man, stanleybecker, I am stating evidence and facts. You are the one hurling insults, so unbecoming for an elderly man. Don’t

forget that the elderly are there to serve in the best interest of the next generations. You broke this edict of the laws of nature and

you showed yourself to be the snake. www.bitchute.com/video/s1nPYDj7KBEQ/?fbclid=IwAR3Etq38fQN6okWHioqvljQ3..
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Vladimira
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Add as Friend  Send Message

While you are at it you might as well watch this one:

www.bitchute.com/video/17nypWABfsmu/?fbclid=IwAR0jlUvkjDZL64AQroWQjMra..
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hitler never gassed anybody. I see this again and again. The more degenerated one is, the more highly they think of themselves.

We live in an upside down world. This is a fact.
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Vladimira
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Also Zinovius cannot be further from the truth. There is no common sense in falsehoods.
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Vladimira
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I started to watch your movie. It lost me when one of the “experts” claimed that the Jewish civilization is the oldest civilization,

older than the Indian and Chinese and all the other civilizations learned from them. Yeah, right, psychosis. You believe these

nonsense? You believe the paid shills of the Jewish media? All these people sold their souls for money. Pathetic. Strangely enough

you rail against the Jewish media of today and their fake Covid sob stories. Oh, the evil sel_sh antivaxxers. Don’t be sel_sh, take

the shot. You have lost your soul. This is pitiful.
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poiesis
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vlad the psychopath
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RobinPClarke
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It is sad to see these medical experts imagining they have suddenly become experts on individual psychology. The covid nonsense is

nothing to do with "psychosis". It is everything to do with authoritarianism being exploited by the gigantic money controlling our

information system. People grow up being trained to believe the Big People, they go through many years of "education". And then the

information systems are now completely controlled by the Big Money. There is nothing "psychotic" about believing the lies if they are the

only thing you hear from "credible" sources.  Please stop promoting this ignorant nonsense.
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It is my _rm observation that it is precisely the people who are most _rmly embedded in successful social groups, wealthier highly

"quali_ed" people, who are most believing of the propaganda. This is the exact opposite of what the incompetent "mass formation"

nonsense predicts, and thereby proves it to be the nonsense it is. Please stop repeating this utter drivel of so-called "psychosis". It

is control of the information systems by gigantic money which is the problem.
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The most important thing to do to break through the gigantic money's control of the information (no "psychosis" or "hypnosis"

involved) is to ask respectful questions of the Covophobic believers. They will usually run away rather than engage in discussion,

but gradually their patheticness will get through to them.  The last thing we need is the promotion of this utterly incompetent

nonsense from Dr Desmet, who is just a lone muddled would-be expert in this subject. For some competent reading, study the

work of previous authors about authoritarianism, such as Kreml and Eysenck.
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If you can’t see the mass hypnosis around you, perhaps you fell victim to it.
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I think that Desmet is describing the results of being victimized by Big Brother's modes of CONTROL - I _nd the "psychosis" adjunct

as distinct from the premise of Mass Formation - there will always be groupings and formations - the psychosis becomes a value

judgement but certainly not a necessary realization of the groupings of the social animal - Desment has presented a BUZZ

WORDING that appeals to the lone individuals that seek to de_ne an inchoate circumstance by a FIXE D description - Mass might

also become interchangeable with MAJORITY - and the notion that opinion has "free ioating" fence sitters becomes an exercise in

the use of modern jargon - the power of propaganda revolves around repetition in the "art of persuasion - "Goebbels subscribed to

this theory and so did Hitler in Mein Kampf - any lie will become truth if the psyche is relentlessly bombarded and the mind has

gone to sleep - the victim is constantly demoralijzed and humilioated until the necessary receptivity is achieved
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I heard an interesting physician, Zack Bush, who speaks well on matters relating to spirituality and energy medicine, say that humankind

is in the process of evolving out of fear and guilt and if you don't let go of fear and guilt you will be left behind. You could look at this

mass formation psychosis and the forces that contribute to it as a counter to this evolution. The psychosis is just history repeating itself

and I believe is destined to fail. It has gotten so ridiculous that it is forcing many people to wake up to it.
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This process has been used over and over again. It did not start with the holocaust era. Pasturer used it to start off the germ theory lies.

He admitted it on his death bed. Fear sells. Fear brainwashes. Fear pays. It pays a lot to some who are on opposite sides of this

PLANdemic. Why when you have HIV antibodies are you considered be sick and can only live by taking drugs everyday. ( many stoped

and are alive to tell the tail), but if you have antibodies to a SARS CoVi2 you are immune. Measles, mumps, chickenpox same. Why do

those who survived a PCR test for SARS CoVI1 still have immunity over 20 years later?

Yet they say antibodies for this new SARS CoVi2 they last _rst 2 months than 6 months now we are 2 years in and like magic, you

guessed it, 2 years and antibodies are there. Imagine that. www.bitchute.com/.../KNPMjomgGoKV  watch and learn just how deep the

virology lies go.... Dr Zach Bush has claimed ( I did not research this or endorse his virus theory) that a study in a country with the lowest

numbers of AIDS cases was used as a case study. They tested 10's of thousands for HIV antibodies. They found most of the population

has them, yet no AIDS. HMMMMMMM
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My take on the Covid vaccination from a Biblical point of view: The Bible foretells what we see happening today in Revelation 18:23. "The

light of a lamp shall not shine in you anymore, and the voice of bridegroom and bride shall not be heard in you anymore. For your

merchants were the great men of the earth, for by your sorcery all the nations were deceived". The word "sorcery" in the original Greek

text, the word used for sorcery was pharmakeia, and in Greek, pharmakeia could mean magic, sorcery, witchcraft, enchantment, drugs or

medication. The concrete noun is pharmakon whose primary meaning is poison; its secondary meaning is magic potion or charm to

achieve a desirable objective; and its tertiary meaning is medicine, remedy, or drug for healing.
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This passage makes me cry, i feel heartbroken for those who took the vaccines.They have no idea what they have done, and how

massive this is.They still go to church but do not seem to realise the conection between their eternal soul and this abomination -

the vaccine. I think the third temple that is destroyed and corrupted is those who took the shot not an actual temple.This leads to

the abomination of Desolation, when people _nd out the truth. This is just my own thoughts , i hope im wrong on this.I struggle

with -how did we know not to take it and they did not? I also worry about babies of the vaccinated and childern, they had no choice

- will they lose their soul too?  I read someware that Fauci's name in Italian means sickle - the symbol of communism.

I feel we are close to this point in-Revelation 14:18, KJV: "And another angel came out from the altar, which had power over _re;

and cried with a loud cry to him that had the sharp sickle, saying, Thrust in thy sharp sickle, and gather the clusters of the vine of

the earth; for her grapes are fully ripe." I dont know if its too late for triple jabed people to repent and beg for forgivness, i would

love it if that were posible as most of the people i know are I sent them information but no one would listen.I could just weep for

the lost, they do not know what they have done God bless all here, i love reading your insights and really get a sence of intelegence,

warmth and stoicism from you all. love and bone crushing hugs from Scotland. xxx
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Rev 18:23 is describing the end of America-Babylon. America is the leading, worldwide disseminators of these poison jabs. The

"hammer of the whole earth" will be destroyed itself for its wickedness, according to the Bible. When? That second eclipse that

"crosses-out" America on April 8, 2024 seems like an ominous sign. (The _rst eclipse was August 21, 2017). These two eclipses

that form an "X" over America are EXACTLY: 6 years, 6 months, 6 weeks, and 6 days apart (inclusive of the beginning/ending

dates). EXACTLY. Just chance?
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I just could not get my head around why so many would go along with this madness, then i rememberd this passage. 2 Thessalonians

2:11  For this reason God will send them a powerful delusion so that they believe the lie, in order that judgment may come upon all who

have disbelieved the truth and delighted in wickedness.… I have to keep reminding myself that God sent them this delusion, we may be

unable to reach some of them now.I know it does not feel like it yet ,but we are the lucky ones.We need to remember this when things get

really difcult .Resist , deny do not comply under any circumstances!
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There is no such thing as “Covid 19″- it is all lies- all of it. It’s imperative that people stop ceding ground to these fascists by reifying the

Big Lie that “Sars-Cov-2” even exists, that it causes a disease called “Covid-19”, and that it is responsible for a global pandemic. If you

view this whole ‘pandemic’ situation through the lens of health, safety, science and saving lives, then most of it makes little sense. If you

view it through the lens of money, power, control, and wealth transfer, then all of it makes perfect sense.  Covid is not an epidemiological

story. Covid is a crime story. Covid is the biggest scam of the century. A modern day slavery system through mass deception and via total

control over your own money.

You will be permitted to exist and participate in the society only if you comply. These lunatics need to be stopped by any means

necessary. Anyone out there who thinks medicine, science, public health, politics, human rights, wealth, power and corporate control over

all facets of our lives are NOT now insidiously intertwined, is not seeing reality. At this point not one single thing that governments have

been mandating has anything to do with individual or public health – masks, lockdowns, vaccines, isolation, passports etc.- none of it.

Anyone defending COVID-19 “vaccines” has based their entire argument on trusting psychopaths.

Vaccines are the gateway to vaccine passports. Vaccine Passports are the Trojan horse for SDG Digital Identity. The vaccine passport is

the means, the ends are the complete control of your labor and life. The vaccine passport is the gateway to a social credit system. They

have been thinking for 30 years about how to bypass people’s resistance to their capital being controlled by a government-oligarchy

partnership and people are falling straight into the trap. The “vaccine passport” is the conduit – a vehicle for transforming the monetary

system to a digital one and linking that to a “social credit system.”
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Thank you Maxwell…very straightforward!
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Yes, a criminal con in the guise of “helping”, “caring”, or “saving” us, per usual. Do you think those who care about you want your

money? Do you believe a true “savior” wants your money?
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money? Do you believe a true “savior” wants your money?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/29/2022 10:55:31 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just wanted to link this, because I believe it to be the truth behind COVID and germ theory. 18 minute mark, Dr. Cowan proves that the

virus HAS NOT been isolated.  odysee.com/@AgentOfChange:e/DR-COWAN-DESTROYS-entire-Mainstream-Medica..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/29/2022 1:51:46 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good link. John Enders said in 1954 that he cannot be sure "with con_dence" that what he isolated came from the original sample.

Yet still virology today uses the same method for isolating "viruses," with sars-cov-2 being no exception. Such Rockefeller fraud.

But Fauci says there are tiny things "out there" called viruses.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/29/2022 2:13:19 PM
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If viruses caused disease, the elites of this world would have already killed off most of humanity via this method. Instead they’re

deceiving everyone into believing this lie, so they can achieve what they really desire…a NWO.  Dr. Cowan mentions 5G causing the

same symptoms of COVID. What I _nd interesting is that only Wuhan had 5G installed, the countries of India and Mexico have zero

5G, and a few years ago, someone pointed out to me a DARPA website called Deagle.com listed current and future population

statistics for countries all over the world. They had the USA at 327 million in 2017, and under 100 million in the year 2025. I’ve

been wondering for awhile how they could predict a huge population decrease in the USA, and what they knew was coming. Flash

forward to today, and it looks like 5G installations could be what’s used to depopulate our country, and these bastards have known

all along what’s coming.  Go look up the info yourself.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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More support for Dr Cowan. It begins at the 8:41 mark in the video.

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/the-jerusalem-report?utm_source=..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis101 - Thanks for linking that video…great information. I hope everyone takes the time to listen to that!!!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis101 - thank you for the link. Wow - the video was brilliant.
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